2017-2022

The Comprehensive Development Plan is a channel to the intensification
and development of the Municipality of LANTAWAN. It sets onwards
development vision, policies and an implementation plan for the next six
(6) years. Comprehensive planning is the groundwork for quality
intensification management.

Sectoral Profile

THE LOCAL ECONOMY OF LANTAWAN
Agriculture Sector
Lantawan municipality is endowed by nature with a very fertile soil and traverse
with ten (10) rivers, enough to sustain the production of agricultural cash crops like
rice, corn, cassava, and industrial crops like rubber and coconut which are usually
intercropped with coffee, banana, vegetables and fruit trees.
The local economic indicators as presented are basically dependent on
agriculture and fishery development, business and industry promotion. Agriculture is the
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foundation of the local economy. A large proportion of those employed are engaged in
farming. However, the LGU is doing its best to sustain the economy thereby contributes
to income, production, employment, and services. The employment sector plays a vital
role particularly towards increasing the purchasing power and decreased poverty
incidence amongst the population.
Shown in Figure 3 are the comparison performances of Support to Agriculture
Sector, Support to Fishery Services and Entrepreneurship, Business and Industry
Promotion.

Economic Governance Performance Indicators, 2013

Figure 3

1. Support to Agriculture Sector
The sustainability of development activities to support the agriculture sector
has registered a very satisfactory performance in 2010 as shown in Figure 1. This
can be attributed to the commitment by the Local Government to fully develop the
agricultural sector. But greater intervention is still necessary.
To sustain the agricultural sector, the LGU will mobilize its Municipal
Agriculture and Fishery Council (MAFC) and networking with other institutions will be
strengthened. The LGU will priority the improvement of infrastructures, provide
production support, assistance to research and development, improve market
development services and facilitate credit services to the farmers.
2. Support to Fishery Services
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Support to fishery services with coastal development registered low
performance in considering the locality is surrounded by rich fishing ground.
Assistance had been affected due to election period. This sector deserves a priority
in the next years to come.
The LGU will strengthen the different stakeholders in collaboration with line
agencies and other institutions. Livelihood trainings will be extended both in inland
fishery and coastal areas.
On the other hand, networking with other institutions will be strengthened.
The LGU will provide production support, assistance to research and development,
improve market development services and facilitate credit services to the fisher
folks.
3. Entrepreneurship, Business and Industry Promotion
The efficiency of Enterprise, Business and Industry Promotion in the
municipality has registered a low performance in 2013 as shown in Figure 3. The
presence of market facilities and assistance to the small and medium enterprises
(SMEs) was not given priority by the LGU due to tight budget.
Wherein, for the next three years, the must be a strong effort to
institutionalize a business-friendly environment in the locality. Improve the efficiency
and realize the issuance of building, occupancy, and business permits in a more
expedient manner of licensing. Provide, or cause the provision of, direct support
services to business, particularly those categorized as micro, small and medium
enterprises. Lantawan has a total land area of 40,504.00 hectares, covering 10.08%
of the province’s land area of 401,879 hectares. Roughly 14,838.44 hectares or
36.64% are devoted to agriculture while 1,850.25 hectares or 7.20% are forest area
and idle lands.
It has 25 barangays and generally an agricultural community. Wherein, nine
(9) barangays are concentrated to agriculture and part forest area while the
remaining sixteen (16) barangays lies in coastal areas refer in Table 1- Land Area by
Barangay
Major crops are coconut, rubber, cassava, and banana which account the
bulk of the local economy. Fishery sector is also contributing economically to the
livelihood of the coastal families.
Table 1 - Land Area by Barangay
Barangays
1

Atong-Atong

Area in
Hectares
794.52

% to Total
Land Area
1.96%
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2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Bagbagon
Baungis
Bulan-Bulan
Bulanza
Calayan
Calugusan
Canibungan
Landungan
Lantawan Proper
Lawi-Lawi
Lawila
Lower Baňas
Lower Manggas
Luuk Mahula
Matarling
Matikang
Pamucalin
Paniongan
Parian-Baunoh
Subaan
Switch Yakal
Tairan
Upper Banas
Upper Manggas
TOTAL

2,626.17
2,009.31
1,488.24
1,892.17
1,213.57
864.65
2,635.41
1,645.78
1,835.70
1,407.46
1,423.61
1,528.63
724.81
1,455.93
2,084.97
1,577.10
1,686.16
833.88
1,590.47
2,170.89
1,725.80
2,473.83
1,464.01
1,350.90

6.48%
4.96%
3.67%
4.67%
3.00%
2.13%
6.51%
4.06%
4.53%
3.47%
3.51%
3.77%
1.79%
3.59%
5.15%
3.89%
4.16%
2.06%
3.93%
5.36%
4.26%
6.11%
3.61%
3.34%

40,504.00

100%

Coastal
Forest/Agricultural
Coastal
Coastal
Coastal
Coastal
Coastal
Coastal
Forest/Agricultural
Coastal
Coastal
Forest/Agricultural
Coastal
Forest/Agricultural
Forest/Agricultural
Coastal
Forest/Agricultural
Coastal
Coastal
Coastal
Forest/Agricultural
Forest/Agricultural
Coastal
Forest/Agricultural

Source: MPDC – Lantawan, 2015

Lantawan has a total land area of 40,504.00 hectares, covering 10.08% of
the province’s land area of 401,879 hectares. Roughly 14,838.44 hectares or
36.64% are devoted to agriculture while 1,850.25 hectares or 7.20% are forest area
and idle lands.
Soil (Land Capability and Classification)

Per record from the Bureau of Soil, Lantawan Municipality has been classified
into four (4) types of soil. These are: Bulaoen clay-loam, Bancal clay-loam, Louisiana
clay-loam and Hydrosol. However, the Provincial Irrigation Profile (NIA, 1989
edition), serves also as the basis for classifying type of soil, wherein Lantawan’s soil
content is mostly Bulaoen clay-loam, with some Bancal clay-loam, while in some
areas are Louisiana clay-loam.
However, all types of soil in this Municipality of Lantawan are suitable for the
production of coconut, rubber, coffee, fruit trees, root crops, and other staple crops.
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Economic Development

Agriculture and Fishery is the foundation of the local economy in the
Municipality of Lanatwan. Economic indicators as presented are basically dependent
on agriculture and fishery development. The LGU is performing its best to sustain
the economy thereby contributes to income, production, employment, and services.
The employment sector plays a vital role particularly towards increasing the
purchasing power and decreased poverty incidence amongst the population. A large
proportion of those employed are engaged in farming.
a. Crops

Of the total land area of 40,504 hectares around 45.52% or 18,435.40
hectares are devoted to agriculture. Major crops are coconut covering 78.99% or
14,561.44 hectares of the total agricultural area, followed by cassava with
3,143.45 hectares or 17.05%, wherein some areas are inter-copped with
coconut. Other crops are rubber, banana, rice, corn, banana, fruit trees and
other cash crops, Table 18 - Major Crops, Estimated Area and Production. It is
noteworthy to say that inter-cropping and multi-cropping are now being done by
the farmers to supplement their income and further maximize the use of the
land.
The farmers in the municipality are still using old methods of farming, due
to the lack of irrigation projects and modern farming equipment. The fishermen
are still using antiquated means of catching fish. Their daily production is also
greatly affected by the encroachment of big fishing vessels.
Table-2 Major Crops, Estimated Area and Production
Crops
Coconut
Rubber
Coffee
Other Crops
Lowland Rice
Corn
Cassava (mono
& intercropped)
Banana

Estimated
Area (Has.)

Percentage
(%)

Average
Yield (MT)

14,561.444
200.00
33.00

78.99
1.08
0.18

3.17
1.56
0.60

Estimated
Average
Production (MT)
46,159.76
312.00
19.80

88.00
94.00

0.48
0.51

2.71
0.25

238.48
23.50

3,143.45

17.05

12.86

40,424.77

279.91

1.52

3.35

937.6985
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Peanut
Papaya
Sweet Potato
Black Pepper
Fruit Trees
TOTAL

3.00
2.00
19.60
11.00
55.00
18,435.40

0.02
0.01
0.11
0.06
0.30
100%

0.73
18.59
0.75
1.5
3.00

2.19
37.18
14.70
16.5
46,159.76

Source: PAO-Basilan & MAO-Lantawan, 2013

b. Farmers
Roughly, 4,422 households or 76.28% of the total households are
engaged in farming, Table 19 shows the equivalent number of households
dependent in agriculture per barangay.
On the other hand, there is only one Agrarian Reform Cooperative (ARC)
existing in the municipality the Tairan Agrarian Reform Beneficiaries Cooperative
with 1,200 beneficiaries.
Table 3– Number of Farmers and Fisher-Folks by Barangay

Barangay
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Atong-Atong
Bagbagon
Baungis
Bulan-Bulan
Bulanza
Calayan
Calugusan
Canibungan
Landungan
Lantawan Proper
Lawi-Lawi
Lawila
Lower Bañas
Lower Manggas
Luuk Mahula
Matarling
Matikang
Pamucalin
Paniongan

Number of HHs
Engaged
Agriculture
Fishery
398
292
117
179
63
309
183
165
88
505
59
162
199
167
97
140
203
179
68
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Remarks
Coastal
Coastal
Forest/Agricultural
Coastal
Coastal
Coastal
Coastal
Coastal
Coastal
Forest/Agricultural
Coastal
Coastal
Forest/Agricultural
Coastal
Forest/Agricultural
Forest/Agricultural
Coastal
Forest/Agricultural
Coastal
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20
21
22
23
24
25

Parian-Baunoh
Subaan
Switch Yakal
Tairan
Upper Banas
Upper Manggas
TOTAL

161
94
84
87
208
215
4,422

Coastal
Coastal
Forest/Agricultural
Forest/Agricultural
Coastal
Forest/Agricultural
3,500

Source: MAO, Lantawan, 2013

c. Fishery Sector
Of the 16 coastal barangays, around 3,500 households are engaged in
fishing activities refer Table 19. Geographically, the municipality is in front of
Sulu Sea which is one of the best fishing grounds not only in the province but
also in Western Mindanao. Huge fishing vessels as far as Davao City, General
Santos City, Zamboanga City and other regions can be seen frequently in the
area. Species caught are alumahan, matang baka, some tuna, tamban, dalagang
bukid, tangingue, dilis, talakitok, lapu-lapu and labahita, among others.
However, the encroachment of big fishing vessels in the area and the
practice of illegal fishing like the use of dynamite and cyanide-potassium are
directly affecting the livelihood of the coastal communities. These unlawful
activities have been existed for the past years and contributed so much to
marine destruction and environmental damage.
c.1) Brackish
The municipality has 1,908.884 hectares of identified areas as brackish
water/mashes where its potentiality for fishpond development.
c.2) Marine-Aqua
Other alternative livelihoods for the coastal communities are, fish cages/pens,
seaweeds farming, crabs fattening/growing, lobster fattening, grouper growing,
abalone/mussels, and others.
d. Livestock and Poultry
Livestock and poultry sector in the municipality remained entirely at the
backyard level. Of the total inventory, chicken production reached 31,076 heads
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in 2010 followed by goat with 1,649 heads, cattle with 1,428 heads and carabao
with 1,090 heads plus others refer Table 20.
The absence of animal dispersal has affected basically the livestock and
poultry population of the locality and coupled with the insufficient knowledge and
lack of technical know-how. Validation and assessment of data will be the priority
of the LGU and come with priority related assistance.
Table 4- Present Inventory of Livestock and Poultry

Livestock/Poultry

Number of Heads

Cattle
Carabao
Goat
Swine
Chicken
Ducks
Horse

1,428
1,090
1,649
2,008
31,076
2,130
16

Source: BAS-Basilan & OMA-Lantawan, 2013

e. Economic Base Industries

Lantawan’s economic growth is generally anchored on agriculture and
fishery sector. Over 70% of the land area is covered with agricultural resources.
As per record from the Municipal Treasurer’s Office (MTO) existing business in
the locality is anchored on micro enterprises.
The One-Town One-Product (OTOP) of the municipality is the coconut
base-industry followed by rubber and fishing industries.
Table 5 - Investment Opportunities (IP)
Industries
I - Agriculture and Forest
Based Industries

Specific Activity
A. Food Industry

1) Food Processing
2) Cacao Plantation and Processing
3) Coffee Plantation and Processing
4) Fish Production and Processing

B. Rubber Rehabilitation/Plantation
C. Coconut Plantation/Rehabilitation
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D. Coco Coir/Fiber Production
F. Abaca Plantation & Processing
G. Fruit Trees Plantation & Processing
H. Marine Aquaculture

1) Fish Drier
2) Lobster Fattening/Packaging
3) Crab Fattening/Packaging
4) Seaweed Production & Semi-Processing
5) Fish Cages
6) Abalone Growing/Packaging
7) Ice Plant & Cold Storage
III – Infrastructure, IT, Tourism
and Services

A. Alternative Power Generation
B. Port Facilities
C. Telecommunications
D. Internet Service Provider
E. Internet Café/Shop
F. Water Development
G. Tourism Related Investment

1) Tourism Accommodation Facilities
2) Tourism Site Development

Source: MAO-Lantawan & DTI-ARMM Basilan Provincial Office, 2013

f. Economic Support Facilities
In support to the economic development of the municipality, the following
are the existing and needed infrastructure/utilities to augment the accessibility
and services to the constituents and other stakeholders.

f.1) Coconut
Coconut is the major crop in terms of agricultural land usage. It is
predominantly grown in all parts of the municipality and serves as the
main source of cash for farmers and landowners. Income from coconut
production supported the basic needs of most farm families but has been
in the downtrend due to fluctuating price of copra and low productivity
caused by the damage inflicted by the cocolisap insect.
The coconut production in the municipality needs to be sustained.
There is a necessity to enhance the coconut-based farming system
through inter-cropping and integration of livestock farming. High-yielding
coconut varieties need to be distributed to farmers for replanting and as
replacements for non-bearing old palms. An issue concerning this
particular crop is the fluctuating and decreasing farm gate prices of its
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products, which lessens the real economic benefits for farmers. With this,
it is encouraged to involve farmers with production of coconut byproducts, thereby providing them with new sources of income, like virgin
coconut oil processing, which is a very promising alternative source of
income aside from copra. Cutting of coconuts for lumber also remains to
be a concern, which consequently decreased coconut production.
f.2) Rubber
In Lantawan municipality rubber production in the municipality is
considered as one of the profitable crops because of the favorable agroclimatic condition of the area. It also gives much better income to farmers
compared to any other crops because of its high production potentials.
Farmers started planting rubber in 2003 initiated by the
Department of Agriculture through the Basilan Accelerated for Peace and
Development Strategy (BAPADS) Program in coordination with the Local
Government Units – Municipal Agriculture Office the Local Government
Unit supported the program by introducing the “Plant Now Pay Later”
scheme by providing rubber seedlings to interested Farmers in the 25Barangays of the municipality. Production and technology trainings were
conducted by the Municipal Agriculture Office and technical assistance are
being extended by the agricultural extension workers of the same office.
At present, rubber planting in the municipality is reach around 2,000
hectares, some rubber trees are already productive and tappable , thereby
increasing farmers income and generating rural development.
f.3) Rice
Rice and Corn Several areas in Lantawan are suitable for rice
production, however, because only a few are irrigated and almost half of
the total rice areas are declared rainfed. This cannot sufficiently provide
for the needs of the population. As of 2007, the per capita consumption of
rice is 109.2 kilograms per person a year or approximately 2,685,664.8
kilograms of rice for the whole population of the municipality. This is
especially in rice areas which are declared rainfed. Production gap for rice
have been supplied by the major rice-producing cities/municipalities of the
province. However, big percentage of the gap has been filled in by the
imported National Food Authority (NFA) rice especially during lean
months.
Meanwhile irrigation facilities in Lantawan are not as extensive as it
always depends on the availability of water sources.
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Expansion of rice area in Lantawan is not feasible anymore, while
increase in production of rice is still possible through the application of
appropriate technology. With a growing population, there is an urgent
need to comprehensively address the issues of low productivity, lack of
improved production and post-harvest Facilities/technologies, and lack of
technical and credit facilities, for these are essential to attain selfsufficiency in rice. As palay is mainly produced by farmers with small farm
size, there is really a need to increase their productivity through
appropriate technology inputs and assistance. The shift to organic farming
is a strategic option in bringing about sustainable agricultural development
direction in Lantawan.
While it is true that increasing productivity is a big issue, it should
not compromise the care for the environment and welfare of the
consuming public. On the other hand, high production cost due to high
price of inorganic farm inputs can be minimized by the use of safe and low
cost organic farm inputs. Conversion process would not happen over time.
It requires thorough planning, legislation and effective implementation for
this should not only focus on the technology itself but the shift of the
values and attitude of the farmers who have been dependent to inorganic
inputs in agricultural production.
f.4) Root crops
Root crops production includes camote, cassava, gabi. Though,
mostly grown as backyard production, these serve as cash crops of the
farmers. However, some upland barangays use root crop as substitute for
rice in times of scarcity.
Other varieties of banana such lakatan and Arabia which are grown
in several barangays. These are sold in the local market. Banana
production is basically small and a backyard farming.The banana is one of
the more affordable fruits in the market especially the local variety yet it is
not as abundant as before.
Agricultural Infrastructure and Support Facilities Agricultural
support facilities can be classified into two types:
1) Those that support production and
2) Post harvest facilities.
1)

Production Support Facilities include irrigation system, farm
implements, supply of farm inputs, agricultural credit and extension
services. Irrigation facilities in Lantawan consist of Communal
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Irrigation Systems established by the National Irrigation
Administration (NIA) in barangays Lower Banas, Atong - Atong.
Other existing irrigation systems developed and being managed by
the farmers associations are located in barangay Tairan, These
irrigation systems currently serve an aggregated service area of 5
hectares of rice producing area in Lantawan. Hand Tractors are
increasingly replacing carabaos as draft animals. These farm
implements are provided by the Department of Agriculture ARMM,
Agricultural Supplies and Credit facilities are important components
as far agricultural production is concerned. Some farmers are just
dependent on the subsidy program of he Local Government for the
supply of seeds and fertilizer. On the other hand, Regional and
Provincial Government has been extending services under its
program to farmers and livestock raisers. Agricultural Extension
Services are provided by the Municipal Agriculture Office (MAO) in
the form of technical assistance and services to farmers, livestock
and poultry raisers and fisher folk. Technical assistance to crops
includes crop production and protection covering rice, corn, root
crops, vegetable, banana, coconuts, Rubber and other high value
commercial crops grown in Lantawan. Conducting farmer classes,
season long trainings, farmers’ meetings, cooking and processing
demonstration, business planning workshop, field monitoring and
evaluation are among the services offered to farmers. Providing
access to rice and corn seeds, vegetable seeds, fruit and forest trees
seedlings, coconut and banana planting materials and other farm
inputs has also been provided to the farmers.
Interventions to livestock and poultry development in Lantawan
include the provision of technical assistance and services. Among
these
veterinary
services
usually
conducted
are
treatment/medication,
vaccination,
castration,
supplement
administration and deworming. Highly technical services such are
heat synchronization, pregnancy diagnose, artificial insemination and
conduct of trainings/seminars have been provided as part of the
upgrading program for livestock. Livestock dispersal of swine, cattle
and goat has been implemented as livelihood program to qualified
farmer beneficiaries. The MAO also provides technical assistance to
marine and inland fisheries. Among the assistance extended are
supervision and strengthening of fishermen associations and
cooperatives and assist them in the maintenance and management
of the coastal and marine resources. Livelihood trainings and
seminars have been conducted to fishermen associations
Comprehensive Development Plan Municipality of Lantawan to
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capacitate and assist them in the management and monitoring of the
livelihood projects such as seaweed culture, bangus dispersal.
2)

Rice post-harvest facilities available in Lantawan include (1) post
harvest facilities building for rice and corn mill located in barangay
Canibungan, and multi -purpose drying pavement and Farm to
market roads already in placed in every barangay yet they need to
be maintained and rehabilitated. Initial concreting of roads has just
been completed thru a funding assistance from the Department of
agriculture ARMM. Lantawan Port is one of the potential, this serve
as the primary gateway to outside Basilan where exchange of goods
and commodities in and out of the province take place. Fish port in
barangay Atong-Atong one of the fishing capital in Basilan serves as
fish landing facility where local traders and vendors were able to get
fish and marine products for distribution to Isabela city markets and
elsewhere in the province. Commercial fishers from the nearby
islands in Basilan and Pilas group of island of Muhtamad municipality
used to land their fish catch in Lantawan fish port especially during
peak season. This implies, volume of fish landed in Lantawan would
apparently increase and surplus in supply at the local market is
evident.
The integration in crop production will mutually complement both
farming systems.
Animals can serve as high protein food, source of draft power for
farm operations and as a good source of organic fertilizer. On the
other hand, crops and its by-products can provide the animals for its
feed requirement. Aside from such advantage, livestock raising
generates income regardless of season unlike crops which can only
be harvested at certain times of the year. It can also maximize space
utilization as areas not suited for crops can be used for pasture or
range areas. Generally, there is no full-scale commercial production
of livestock and poultry in Lantawan.
Production of livestock and poultry products is basically backyard
farming for home consumption resulting in a deficit, basing on the
required consumption for the whole populace of the municipality.
Local production of beef, carabeef and pork are not enough to meet
the demands of the local market so these are sourced out from
neighboring towns of Maluso,Sumisip and even Isabela city. In the
case of poultry products these are purchased from outside the
province as frozen commodities. Coastal Resources The
establishment of marine protected areas (MPA), if properly designed
and managed could meet various coastal and marine conservation
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needs by preserving habitat and important species. Moreover, certain
areas are being set aside and protected from exploitive human
activities which enable resources to regenerate and reproduce.
The Municipality of Lantawan has a total of 19 coastal barangays
with a coastline of more or less 23 kilometers stretching from
Barangay Lower Mangas to barangay Upper Banas with rich coastal
resources, mangroves, sea grasses, corals and beaches. Among the
known beaches of Lantawan are Atong-Atong Beach, Paniongan
Beach, Lower Mangas Beach, and Pangasahan Beach. The marine
sanctuaries each located in three barangays (Paniongan, Lawi-Lawi,
Lower Mangas) were established in 2007 by the Local Government
together with BFAR-ARMM.
Initial monitoring was conducted in 2011 by BFAR-ARMM. Monitoring
was again conducted by the MTWG Monitoring Team which aimed to
look into the changes in the biophysical status of the coral reefs in
the said marine sanctuary. Fishing and Aqua Culture While Lantawan
is considered a coastal Municipality, there are only few small-scale
commercial fishing in the area and the rest are mostly subsistence
fishing. Lantawan people depend on fishing and Farming as the main
source of livelihood.
The other communities are primarily farming communities with
fishing as their secondary source of income. Fish used to abound
even near the shorelines of Lantawan where small fisher folk can
catch fish for everyday consumption. But over the years due to illegal
fishing practices fishery resources have been dwindling. Many small
and some middle fisher folk have then made farming their principal
source of income and fishing as their seasonal occupation. Most of
the marine products that are sold in the market come from other
areas because local products cannot suffice for the needs of the
populace as evident in the supply and demand table that there is a
deficit in the need for fish. Because of scarcity, fish products are very
expensive although there is also the need to study the extent of the
role of middlemen in fish trading.
The establishment of marine sanctuaries under the Coastal Resource
Management Plan- Fishery Ordinance of 2003 was the urgent
response to the alarming reality of marine degradation and depletion.
The sanctuaries aim to rehabilitate and preserve the habitat of
marine life thus, providing for the sustainable marine needs of the
people in the municipality. However, there are oppositions to the
marine sanctuaries. Fisher folk from within and outside of Lantawan
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which includes commercial fishermen continue to disregard fishery
ordinances. Besides the need for sustained information and
education campaigns (IEC) there is the need for the full enforcement
of the law.
f.5) Fish Catch
The municipal waters of Lantawan offers few type of fish. On the
average fish catch estimate for fishing activities Drift Gill Net will reach to
about 28 tons, for hook/long line is about 1.2 tons from fishpond
operation it is expected to reach about 1.3 tons.
Fishery Data
No. of Fishermen
: 3,131
No. of Motorized Bancas
: 200
Average Fish Catch per day per fishing : 5 kilos per day
Source: BFAR-Municipal Agriculture Office, 2007 and Comprehensive Development Plan
Municipality of Lantawan.

Agrarian Reform of the 25 barangays in the municipality of
Lantawan, about 1 of these is barangay Tairan. Under the Operation Land
Transfer program and lot owners are affected with the CARP Program
benefiting some farmer beneficiaries.
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Social services in the Municipality of Lantawan still faced with numerous problem
and issues/concerns. The hindrances have been attributed to lack of LGU budget and
inadequate assistance from the concerned agencies. The delivery of basic social
services in the community is hampered by lack of facilities/equipments personnel and
supplies.
The entry and intervention of Non-Government Organizations (NGOs), Civil
Society Organizations (CSOs), Government Agencies (GAs), Private Sector,
Businessmen, Foreign Entities, Donor Countries, Religious Sector and Peace/Monitoring
Group are very vital, since the LGU has been suffering major set-backs on financial
support for the delivery of basic services of health, education, housing, etc..
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The interpretation of social governance is Health Services, Support to Education
Services, Support to Housing and Basic Utilities, and Peace/Security and Disaster Risk
Reduction Management.
A. Health Services
Health related services registered a very satisfactory performance but the
over-all quality of the health services deserves a second look.
The Local Government of Lantawan will convene the Local Health Board
(LHB) and come up with a Municipal Health Plan for the next three years. Primary
health care/curative services, maternal care and child services will be prioritized.
Figure 2 – Social Governance Performance Indicators, 2013

B. Support to Education Services
High performance on the effectiveness of the education services has been
recorded in 2010, refer Figure 2. This is due to the certain level of support extended
by the Local School Board (LSB).
On the other hand, the LSB has submitted project proposals to further
augment the need assistance for quality education. Other assistance that was
extended had been affected due to election period.
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The Local School Board (LSB) will be strengthened and establish a
Scholarship Fund for the poor but qualified and deserving students. It is the essence
of public service and in conformity with the Local Government Code of ARMM.
C. Support to Housing Basic Utilities
Support to Housing Basic Utilities had registered a towering performance in
2013 due to in-place administrative mechanism that dedicated to address the
multiple requirements of housing services. Mass housing project and donation of lots
for socialized housing are twin-response to the housing backlog.
Local Housing Task Force or Coordinator must be created to conduct
inventory and identified suitable sites for socialized housing in coordination with
concerned agencies. Housing plan will be prepared in coordination with Legislative
Branch and housing authorities.
D. Peace, Security and Disaster Risk Reduction Management
Efforts are made to ensure peace and security But much more need to be
done. It recorded a very satisfactory performance in 2013. Factors that have the
ability to improve performance in this area have to be considered
The composition and effectiveness of Local Peace and Order Council (LPOC)
is in accordance with the provisions of Executive Order No. 309, series of 1988 as
amended. The performance is attributed to the improve peace and order public
safety, monitoring, attending emergency and functionality of the LPOC that meets as
often as the situation warrants.
The LGU will strengthen and recompose the Local Disaster Coordinating
Council into Local Disaster Risk Reduction Management Council (LDRRMC). The
Local Disaster Risk Reduction Management Council (LDRRMC) is in conformity with
the provisions of RA No. 10121 or the Philippine Disaster Risk Reduction and
Management Act.
On the other hand, the LGU will also strengthen the Local Council for the
Protection of Children and activate the Katarungang Pambarangay. To effectively
promote the Peace, Security, Justice and Disaster Risk Reduction Management, the
Local Government Code of 1991 mandates each LGU to allocate funds.
TABLE -1 THE POPULATION
LANTAWAN
Atong-atong
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24,594
2,368
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Baungis
Bulanza
Lantawan Proper (Pob.)
Lower Manggas
Matarling
Matikang
Tairan
Upper Manggas
Bagbagon
Bulan-bulan
Suba-an (Pangasahan)
Lower Bañas
Upper Bañas
Calugusan
Canibungan
Landugan
Lawila
Lawi-lawi
Pamucalin
Switch Yakal
Paniongan
Luuk-Maluha
Calayan
Parian-Baunoh

524
771
919
1,025
929
918
2,104
971
829
1,463
895
599
571
870
1,847
452
643
994
1,228
1,056
612
498
507
1,001

Population Size (APGR, Density)
Based on 2007 Census, the municipality has a total population of 28,978 or
around 7.10% of the province’s 2007 population of 408,520. For density, it posted a
0.72 persons/hectare.
The average annual growth rate (apgr) of the municipality is 6.62%.
a. Male / Female and Households Population
Of the total 28,978 population, around 14,779 persons or 51.00% are
male and 14,199 persons or 49.00% are female or a sex ratio of 101 males for
every 100 females refer Table 2- Male/Female Population and Households.
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The number of households in 2015 population reached 4,736, which is
slightly higher compared to year 2000 of 5,497 households, about 7.10% of the
total households in the province. As per record, the average family size is 5
persons per household.
Table 2 – Population and Households by Barangay, 2015
LANTAWAN
Atong-atong
Baungis
Bulanza
Lantawan Proper (Pob.)
Lower Manggas
Matarling
Matikang
Tairan
Upper Manggas
Bagbagon
Bulan-bulan
Suba-an (Pangasahan)
Lower Bañas
Upper Bañas
Calugusan
Canibungan
Landugan
Lawila
Lawi-lawi
Pamucalin
Switch Yakal
Paniongan
Luuk-Maluha
Calayan
Parian-Baunoh

Source: PSA-MPDO-2015

HOUSEHOLD
4,919
474
105
154
184
205
186
184
421
194
166
293
179
120
114
174
369
90
93
199
146
211
122
100
102
201

TOTAL
24,594
2,368
524
771
919
1,025
929
918
2,104
971
829
1,463
895
599
571
870
1,847
452
643
994
1,228
1,056
612
498
507
1,001

b. Population Distribution
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About 92.69% or 26,860 of populace resides in rural areas while 7.31% or
2,118 of the population are staying in urban areas refer Table 3- Urban-Rural
Population Distribution. High level of percentage in rural areas is attributed by
the difficulty of the delivery of infrastructure, utilities and social services.
Table 3. Urban-Rural Population Distribution
Classification

Population

% Total

Urban
Rural
Total

5,401
19,193

21.96 %
78.04%
100.00%

24,594

Source : 2015 Census on Population and Housing, National Census and Statistic Office

c. Ethnic Origin/Language/Religion
In terms of language, the community is predominantly composed of the
Yakan speaking group. About 9,346 or 38.92% of the population are Yakan
followed by Tao-sug with 5,903 or 24.0%, Samal-Bangingi with 4,903 or
19.93%, the Chavacanos with 3,015 or 12.25%, the Visayans with 2,089 or
8.49% and others with 29 or 0.11%.
Islam is the main religion of the community.
Table 4 – Ethnicity by Dialect Groupings
Mother Tongue Distribution

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Yakan
Tao-sug
Sama-Bangingi
Chavacano
Visayan
Others
TOTAL

Both Sexes

%

9,346
5,904
4,903
3,015
1,397
29
24,594

38.00
24.00
19.93

12.25
5.68
0.14
100.00

Source : 2015 Census on Population and Housing, National Census and Statistic Office

The current status of the local government in respect to Social Services,
Education Services, Support Utilities/Facilities, Peace and Order, Poverty
Incidence, Economic Development and Environment Sector can be evaluated and
interpreted on the given inputs.
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Social Clustering of Population The race/ethnicity, language and heritage
reveal much about the population’s origin and are often used in the
administration of government programs. Status of Well-being of the Population
The socio-economic status of the municipality and the access of basic services
were measured using the Poverty Database Monitoring System (PDMS), a tool
for poverty diagnosis conducted at the household level. The survey consisted of
twelve (12) indicators in 2005 which had been increased to twenty (20) in 2009.
In the PDMS survey of 2005, the top five (5) indicators with high
incidence of deprivation were related to economic and social development
concerns. The indicators on income threshold, food threshold, employment and
school drop outs were highest in the upland barangays while tenure status was
highest in Poblacion Lantawan with three (3) upland and nine (9) coastal
barangays were listed in the most deprived barangays. Comprehensive
Development Plan of the Municipality of Lantawan observed the environmental
concerns were significantly high in all of the barangays, Based on the survey
results, the environment-related indicators top the poverty list followed by
economic and the different aspects of social development. Further, the interplay
of these indicators vary in the different barangays with those in the upland
cluster mostly belonging to the most deprived and those in upland as the least
deprived barangays.

Health Services
The condition of the public health services in the municipality oftentimes face
insufficient assistance from the local government since the Local Chief Executive has to
distribute and prioritize the projects due to the scarcity of funds.
While, the community had received some assistance coming from various health
programs of concerned agencies, CSO’s, and other donor institutions. It does not solve
the present health problems/issues in the community where both the services and its
human resources are not at par from the required health standard.
For Health Services, the situation is anchored on facilities, services, and support
from different institutions.
A. Health Facilities
Presently, the Municipality of Lantawan has one (1) Main Health Center
located at Barangay Atong-Atong and four (4) Barangay Health Stations (BHSs)
serving the entire populace refer Table 5. These health stations are not equipped
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with medical instruments/apparatus. Note that the locality does not have any
hospital nor private clinics.
The Health Center/Stations are regularly conducting immunization, pre-natal, premarital counseling and family planning in coordination with different health
institutions. While case finding for National Tuberculosis Program (NTP) and Malaria
and Leprosy consultation and treatment is case to case basis.
On the other hand, for severe and emergency cases of sickness and diseases, the
community is generally dependent on the services extended by the Basilan General
Hospital, three (3) private hospitals and five (5) Private Consultation Centers based
in Isabela City.
Table 5 – Existing Barangay Health Stations (BHS) and Health Workers, by
Location
Barangays

TOTAL
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Atong-Atong
Bagbagon
Baungis
Bulan-Bulan
Bulanza
Calayan
Calugusan
Canibungan
Landungan
Lantawan Proper
Lawi-Lawi
Lawila
Lower Baňas
Lowe Manggas
Luuk Mahula
Matarling
Matikang
Pamucalin
Paniongan
Parian-Baunoh
Subaan
Switch Yakal
Tairan
Upper Banas
Upper Manggas

No. of Health
Center
5
1

No. of
Nurse
2
2

Midwife
5
1
1
1
1
1

1

1
1

1
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Source : Health Office, 2017

B. Human Resource for Health (RHR)
Presently, no physician is serving the municipality, refer Table 6. However,
the Municipal Health Office (MHO) has a complement of fourteen (14) personnel and
two (2) public health nurses.
Health Personnel or human resource pose a major problem, wherein the
Local Government has difficulty in hiring Medical Doctor/Physician because of
financial capability and limitation. On the other hand, Physicians prefer to work in
the urban areas or do private practice rather than to be hired in the rural
municipalities.
The Health Workers Ratio and Gap in actual numbers of health workers
needed against the population is shown in Table 6 wherein there should be
physician/nurses/midwives and other health workers required.
Table 6– Health Workers Ratio and Gap
Staff

 Physician
 Nurse
 Midwife
 Dentist
 Sanitary Inspector
 Office Staff
 Medical Technologist
 Pharmacist

Normal Ratio

Existing

1:30,000
1:10,000
1: 3,000

2
10

Requirements/
Additional
1
5

5
1

2

1
1

1
3
1

Source : Health Office, 2017

C. PhilHealth Assistance
The community is a beneficiary of Philhealth Program under the Pantawid
Pamilya Pilipino Program (4Ps) with 253 enrolled-indigents covering year 2013.The
indicator on health insurance is the highest degree of deprivation. population do not
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have health insurance which means that if there is the need for hospitalization, the
burden of shouldering the prohibitive hospital bills is on the family many of whom
are marginalized. The head of the family,usually the man, is registered in the
Philhealth along with the members of the family except those children above 21
years of age. The women who are considered as head of the family are the solo
parents, those whose husbands are illiterate, with disability or in poor health among
others.

D. Health Issues
Aggravating factors that may bring about the poor health in the community
are as follows; insufficient supply of safe potable water, no proper hygiene, faulty
eating habits of the people, poor knowledge on health, attitude and practices, poor
environmental sanitation, insufficient medical services within the community. The
economic status of the families is also one vital factor in causing malnutrition and
poor health.
Mentioned at Table 7 are the incidence of morbidity, mortality both for infant,
children under five and adult. Note that data are limited and confined only in some
barangays.
1. Morbidity for Children Under Five

Table 7 - Under Five Ten Leading Causes of Morbidity, by Sex and Rate
Causes

Skin Disease
Pneumonia
Bronchitis
Cough and Colds
Diarrhea
TOTAL

Male

Female

Total

Rate (%)

27
13
4
9
8
61

28
13
5
15
8
69

55
26
9
24
16
130

24.30 %
11.50 %
3.90 %
6.20 %
7.00 %

Source: MHO, Lantawan 2017

2. Morbidity for Adult
Table 8 – Ten Leading Causes of Morbidity for Adult, by Sex and Rate
Causes

Male
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Female

Total

Rate (%)
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Skin Disease
Pneumonia
Diarrhea
Bronchitis
Influenza
Hypertension
Cough and Colds
Tb Respiratory
Others
TOTAL

20
4
7
5
37
43
15
2

22
14
12
4
28
52
15
1

42
18
19
9
65
95
30
3

18.60 %
7.90 %
8.40 %
3.90 %
28.70 %
42.00 %
13.20 %
23.60 %

133

148

281

Source: MHO, Lantawan 2017

3. Mortality for Infant
Table 9 – Infant Mortality, by Sex and Rate
Causes
Infant death (unknown)
Prenatal death
Others
TOTAL

Male
1
2

Female
0
2

Total
1
4

3

2

5

Rate
81/10,000

Source: MHO, Lantawan 2017

4. Mortality for Children Under Five
Table 10 – Children Under Five Mortality, by Sex and Rate
Causes
Malnutrition
Others
TOTAL

Male
1

Female

1

Total
1

Rate
0.44 %

1

Source: MHO,Lantawan 2017

5. Mortality for Adult
Table 11 – Adult Ten Leading Causes of Mortality, by Sex and Rate

Causes
Cardio Vascular Disease
Others

Male
7
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Female
4

Total
11

RATE
4.80 %

27

TOTAL

7

Source: MHO,Lantawan 2017

4

11

6. Low Birth Weight
The total live birth recorded by the Provincial Health Office (PHO) in 2009
was 4,983 and about 530 weighed less than 2,500 grams or underweight by
10.64%. The municipality of Ungkaya Pukan had recorded the highest
percentage of low birth weight of 26.31% followed by Tipo-Tipo 14.36%,
Sumisip 13.72% and Lamitan City 13.6%.
For Lantawan Muncipality it has recorded a 5.85% low birth weight. The
low percentage of low birth weight might be the effect of lack of vitamin intake
during pregnancy, multiple pregnancy and unwanted pregnancy, refer Table 10Weight at Birth.
Table 12 - Weight at Birth by Location

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Lamitan City
Lantawan
Hj. Muhtamad
Maluso
Sumisip

Number Of
Live Birth
1,071
394
0
809
379

F.

TABUAN-LASA

130

G.
H.
I.
J.
K.
L.

Tipo-Tipo,
Ungkaya Pukan
Albarka
Tuburan
Akbar
Moh. Ajul

411
380
0
511
415
483

Municipality/City

Basilan

4,983

Less Than
2,500 Grams
146
23
0
75
52
No Weighing
Scale
59
100
0
35
17
23

530

Percent of Low
Birth Weight
13.6
5.84
0
9.27
13.72
No Weighing
Scale
14.36
26.31
0
6.84
4.96
4.76

Source: PHO, Basilan 2007--- for new LGUs data is still anchored in the mother municipalities

10.64

Education Services
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Factors hindered the efforts of the Local Government and DepEd-ARMM in
improving the educational performance of the province is the following a) teacher
shortages and b) lack of classrooms, desk and textbooks.
Aside from the lack of basic educational facilities and supplies, many of the
existing ones are not in good condition and are even hazardous to both the students
and the teachers. One major reason for the severe shortage of teachers in the rural
areas was the unstable peace and order situation that threatens the security of teachers
in areas considered to be likely affected by armed-conflict. Consider also the remote
distances of these schools from many settlements and the condition of the roads/trails
that the pupils and students have to traverse, especially during bad weather.
A. Education Facilities and Personnel
Lantawan Municipality has one (1) district office covering twenty-seven (20)
elementary/primary schools of which thirteen (13) are elementary schools and seven
(7) are primary schools with 94 classrooms and 101 teaching staff, refer Table 13.
For the secondary level, the municipality has three (3) complete secondary
educations in barangays of Matarling, Atong-Atong and Tairan with a total
enrollment of 697 students covering from First to Fourth year level with sixteen (16)
rooms and thirty-eight (38) teaching staff.
Table 13 – Number of School Rooms and Teachers by Location
Barangays
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Atong-Atong
Bagbagon
Baungis
Bulan-Bulan
Bulanza
Calayan
Calugusan
Canibungan
Landungan

Primary/Elem.
Rooms

Teachers

12

14

Secondary
Rooms Teachers

5

12

Remarks
additional rooms & for repair

temporary closed

2
3
2
2
2
5

1

5

for repair

4

2

for repair

7
4

10
4

for repair

14
2

21
2

Additional school Bldg.1 unit

2
2
1

Lantawan Proper

Lawi-Lawi
Lawila
Lower Bañas
Lower Manggas
Luuk Mahula
Matarling
Matikang

Temp. closed
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16

additional rooms & for repair

for repair

29

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Pamucalin
Paniongan
Parian-Baunoh
Subaan
Switch Yakal
Tairan
Upper Bañas
Upper Manggas
TOTAL

7
2
7
6
10
4

10
3
2
2
9
17
5

94

101

for repair

for repair

4

10
for repair

16

38

Source : MPDC-Lantawan & DepEd – 2017

However, teachers affected by conflict before were pulled out and reassigned
to Isabela City and Lamitan City. Some teachers are detailed to auxiliary services
and other special assignment. Most schools affected are combination and multigrade classes.
B. Enrollment and Classroom Requirements
The total Elementary Schools enrollment as of 2017-2018 reached 3,943
while Secondary students registered at 797. Based on the elementary standard for
classroom against pupil ratio of 1:40, the municipality needs seventeen (17)
classrooms to accommodate the gap. There are about 36 classrooms that need to
be repaired and additional seventeen (17) new classrooms to be constructed.
Majority of the school buildings are already on the tip of dilapidation.
Education program will be one of the priorities of the Local Government Unit in
collaboration with line agencies and other institutions. Construction and repair/rehab
of existing classrooms and compliance of other requirements will be attended to.
Likewise, Madrasa Schools will be encouraged to be put-up.
C. Literacy Rate
Records from the DepEd-ARMM Basilan Division Office indicate that the
Elementary Literacy Rate of the province registered at 72.30% while the Secondary
Level is 79.81%. Literacy rate for males was 74.06% while females registered at
70.42% of the entire province.
No data of literacy rate has been recorded in the municipality. Table 14 –
Education Information/Data indicates that the Elementary Participation Rate of the
municipality pegged at 87.76% while the Secondary Level is 75.69%. While
Elementary Cohort Survival Rate recorded at 83.41% and Secondary Cohort Survival
Rate is 82.35%. On the other hand, Drop-Out Rate for Elementary and Secondary
registered at 2.90% and 1.97%, respectively.
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Table 14– Education Information/Data
General Information

Lantawan

Province

No. of School/District
No. of Pre-school

1
7

18
86

No. of Elementary Schools
No. of Secondary Schools
Indicators
Elementary
Literacy Rate

13
3

232
29

%
87.00

%
87.76

Participation Rate
Cohort-Survival Rate
Drop-Out Rate
Secondary
Literacy Rate
Participation Rate

87.76
83.41
2.9
%
74.00
75.69

Cohort-Survival Rate
Drop-Out Rate

82.35
1.97

%
79.81

Source : MPDC-Lantawan & DepEd – 2016

Social Welfare
Social welfare programs are categorized as social security, personal social
services, and public assistance. These are extended to the community most particularly
to children, out-of-school youth, women, the elderly and persons with disabilities, the
distressed and those who are in difficult circumstances or in crisis situations. With a
very small workforce and no Social Welfare Officer since 2006, the office and its related
functionaries have extended basic services in response to the needs of its varied
clientele.
A. Day Care Services
Presently, the municipality has 7 Day Care Centers with corresponding
number of Day Care Workers. The remaining eighteen (18) Barangays are still
processing their accreditation pending compliance of requirements like
establishment of Day Care Centers and DCWs who are under observation with
technical supervision of the MSWDO. The Early Child Care Development (ECCD)
Project sponsored by PAGCOR and the Local Government of Lantawan provides the
following: a) Supplemental Feeding for identified undernourished (0-6 ages) children
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in respective barangays, b) Renovation / Completion of Day Care Centers in
identified Barangay. c) Provision of Programs Materials on Day Care Services to 7
Day Care Centers; and d) Trainings / Seminars for Day Care Workers.
While the Daycare system has provided supplemental care of children aged 05 years, there has been a 35% decrease in the enrolment in 2009. A significant
factor to this is the mandate of the Department of Education for the creation of preschools for 4.6-5.11 year olds in the barangays where the public schools are located.
Parents who live in the said barangays have opted to send their children to the preschools as preparation for their entry into basic formal education.
The elementary public schools in the municipality are located in 22
barangays. With the institutionalization of the pre-schools, there might come a time
when the Daycare centers will exist in only seven (7) barangays because of lack of
enrollees. While Daycare workers are mainly remunerated by their respective
barangay councils, there is a fixed amount of P 600 allocated by the municipal LGU
as aid to each Daycare Worker. There is an ongoing request by the barangay
councils to increase the municipal aid which is currently under study with due
consideration to existing policies on the matter.
B. Other Social Services
1. Day Care Centers
As shown in Table 15 - Number of Day Care Centers, out of the 25
barangays only seven (7) barangays have existing day care centers (DCCs).
Presently, the Municipal Social Welfare and Development Office (MSWDO) are
manned by five staff which is supported by seven (7) day care workers.
The shortage of DCCs in the municipality deprived pre-schoolers of the
opportunity to develop their full potential considering that mental and motor
skills development substantially occurs between the ages of 3 to 5 years. Day
care services also increase school readiness of children.
Hence, the need to establish DCCs in all barangays will be considered in
coordination with the Provincial Government and other institutions.
C. Children In Conflict With Law (CICL)
The involvement of children in crime-related incidence is a cause of alarm.
While a number have been reported and appropriate actions had been taken, there
are also unreported cases in the barangays. While the government through the
police and social welfare office is responsible for resolving the cases involving
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children, responsible parenthood should also be installed in the parents as their
primary responsibility in the rearing of their children.
Table 15 - Number of Day Care Centers by Location
Barangays

No. of Daycare Center

Remarks

1

functional

1

functional

1
2

functional
functional

1
1

functional
functional

Atong-Atong
Bagbagon
Baungis
Bulan-Bulan
Bulanza
Calayan
Calugusan
Canibungan
Landungan
Lantawan Proper
Lawi-Lawi
Lawila
Lower Bañas
Lower Manggas
Luuk Mahula
Matarling
Matikang
Pamucalin
Paniongan
Parian-Baunoh
Subaan
Switch Yakal
Tairan
Upper Banas
Upper Manggas
TOTAL

7

D. The elderly/Senior Citizens
The Senior Citizens Affair is within the functionary of the MSWDO having staff
/personnel. As provided in R.A. 7432, it is tasked to plan, implement and monitor
programs and activities / services which benefit the elderly. There is a municipalwide organization of the elderly. The activities of the elderly include regular
quarterly meetings, continuous issuance of identification cards and requirements for
them to be able to avail of the benefits according to the law.
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E. Sanitation
Based on the Provincial Health Office (PHO) 2016 records and the actual
Barangay Data gathering disclosed that out of the 5,797 total households of the
municipality around 19.46% or 1,128 households have access to sanitary toilets.
While majority of the populace or 80.54% around 4,669 households are without
access to sanitary toilet facilities.
Wherein, large portion of the mainland households are still using the unsafe antipolo
and open pit types while coastal households are using open-water-type. On
Unsanitary Toilets There has been an increase in the number of households with
unsanitary toilets in the 2010 survey compared to that in 2005. The current
definition of sanitary toilet “as the use of concrete septic tanks” has increased the
number of households to 53.50% without sanitary toilets. Based on the PDMS
survey, in the top 10 ranking, 3 upland barangays belong to this category. and 5
coastal barangays.
F. Nutrition
The involvement of the community in nutrition services remains crucial.
Wherein,
community health and nutrition programs are often initiated
and run by the LGUs Municipal Health Offices and Social Welfare and Development
Offices in coordination with CSO/NGOs, the national and ARMM government.
To sustain the health and nutrition program, the municipal government will
organize the Municipal Nutrition Council (MNC) in conformity with the National
Nutrition Council (NNC) Guidelines. The MNC will oversee the nutrition programs in
the locality such as supplemental feeding, breastfeeding promotion/ lactating
program, supplementation with vitamins, among others.

G. Recreation
The Municipal Government of Lantawan provided one (1) hectare of
municipal lot located in Barangay Atong-Atong purposely for the Municipal Athletic
Field Development. This is one way of the development and promotion of sports
activities. In addition, Annual Inter-barangay Competitions and Municipal Selection
Meet Athletic Competition are also conducted. The favorite sports are softball and
volleyball among the young student population.
H. Housing
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The implementation of RA 7279 otherwise known as the Urban Development
and Housing Act and RA 7160 or the Local Government Code, transferred more
responsibilities to the local government units pertaining to its land use, housing and
infrastructure development in their respective localities. As such, it becomes the
principal implementing body with regards to the shelter needs of its constituents
especially the homeless and the underprivileged.
More than one-half of the households in the community are squatters who
are mostly tenant and laborer of big landholders while some are also close relatives
of either the tenant or the landholders. During the conduct of the 2003 survey the
following classification and number of dwelling units with the corresponding
percentage were recorded; makeshift units accounts to about 2,120 or 25%, light
2,459 or 29.0%, mixed 1,611 or 19.0%, strong house units 2,289 or 27.0%.
Lantawan Municipality was a recipient of DSWD KALAHI and CIDSS Programs
that distributed low-cost-housing particularly the Barangays of Paniongan, Lantawan
Proper, Baungis, Parian-Baunoh and Palahangan barangay. Other housing units are
not in place yet.
However, with the adverse effects of the human-made and natural disaster,
the Municipality of Lantawan still lack capabilities in responding and accommodating
displaced individuals. An important concern related to lot ownership is that many
houses are located in vulnerable areas of the municipality. What makes it more
dangerous for these structures is the bad practice of solid waste disposal in still
many of the barangays resulting to clogging and flooding affecting those in the river
banks, creeks, lowlands and coastal areas. The rise in sea level also poses a threat
to those residing along the coasts.
1. Social Equity Related Laws
1. Gender and Development (GAD)
The advocacy on Gender and Development (GAD) today is now becoming
essential in all sectors. Obviously, its purpose is to acknowledge and value the
role of women in the society and make them more empower in all aspects of life.
In support to the call, Republic Act No. 7192 – otherwise known as “An act
promoting the integration of women as full and equal partners of men in
development and nation building and for other purposes” was approved.
This empowerment recognizes the gender equality as an important human
right, the remarkable contribution of women in the economic, political and social
development of mankind. Removing inequalities gives societies a better chance
to develop.
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With this pronouncement and in compliance with R.A. No. 7192, the
Municipal Government of Lantawan has allocated 5% of the IRA On the other
hand, the Sanggunian Bayan will pass an ordinance or resolution to support the
said law.
2. Social Equity Laws/Codes and Cultural Sensitivity
The poor and non-compliance of social and equity laws on children,
elderly, women, disabled, Indigenous People’s rights in the locality is attributed
to non-creation of Municipal Councils/Coordinators on each pertaining laws that
will oversee the said mandate.
In support, the municipal government will create different Focal Persons
to administer relevant laws and tap NGOs, CSOs, and other institutions to help
popularize and conduct community-based Information Education campaign on
the following:
a. RA No. 9257 Expanded Senior Citizens Act of 2003
b. RA No. 9262 - An Act Defining Violence Against Women and their
Children
c. RA No. 9344 - Juvenile Justice and Welfare Act of 2006
d. RA No. 9208 - An Act to Institute Policies to Eliminate Trafficking in
Persons Especially Women and Children
e. Right to Ancestral Domains under Republic Act No. 8371 otherwise known
as the Indigenous Peoples Rights Act of 1997
f. RA 7277 – Magna Carta for Disabled Persons and BP 344 , An Act to
Enhance the Mobility of Disabled Persons by Requiring Certain Buildings,
Institutions, Establishments and Public Utility to install Facilities in other
Devices.
On the other hand, cultural practices vary and must be observed and valued.
These include the respect to religion, culture and behavior of individuals and
groups, and appreciate/understand the language. Aiming for the cultural
understanding, the Municipal Government will be conducting series of inter
dialogue, intra-faith consultations, institute Islamic workshops and reviving of
ethnic cultural practices.

2. Support Utilities / Facilities
1. Water Supply
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The locality has no water district. Record shows that out of the twentyfive (25) barangays in the municipality around twelve (12) are being served by
Level-II and the remaining thirteen (13) are served by a Level-1 water supply,
Table 16 - Existing Water Supply by Location. Other Level - II areas are to be
upgraded due to consumption demand.
On the other hand, ferro-cement tanks had been constructed in some
barangays, but they only serve the purpose during rainy days. Around 82.29% or
4,048 households out of the 4,919 HHs are enjoying potable water supply.
Around 2.50 % or 149 households are in difficult areas with no water supply,
while the remaining 13.80 % or 800 HHs are still dependent on springs, river,
and rainfall, among others.
Table 16 – Existing Water Supply by Location
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Barangays
Atong-Atong
Bagbagon
Baungis
Bulan-Bulan
Bulanza
Calayan
Calugusan
Canibungan
Landungan
Lantawan Proper
Lawi-Lawi
Lawila
Lower Bañas
Lower Manggas
Luuk Mahula
Matarling
Matikang
Pamucalin
Paniongan
Parian-Baunoh
Subaan
Switch Yakal
Tairan
Upper Banas
Upper Manggas
TOTAL

Description
Spring Dev’t.
Level II
Spring Dev’t.
Level II
Deep well
Level I
Spring Dev’t.
Level II
Spring Dev’t.
Level II
Deep well
Level I
Deep well
Level I
Spring Dev’t.
Level II
Deep well
Level I
Deep well
Level I
Deep well
Level I
Deep well
Level I
Deep well
Level I
Spring Dev’t.
Level II
Deep well
Level I
Spring Dev’t.
Level II
Spring Dev’t.
Level II
Spring Dev’t.
Level II
Deep well
Level I
Spring Dev’t.
Level II
Deep well
Level I
Deep well
Level I
Spring Dev’t.
Level II
Spring Dev’t.
Level II
Deep well
Level I

HHs Served
349
237
151
250
93
159
283
462
178
149
61
177
163
270
160
244
97
231

Remarks
upgrade
rehab
upgrade

upgrade
upgrade
upgrade
upgrade
upgrade
upgrade
upgrade
upgrade

upgrade
upgrade
upgrade

638
95
1
4,048

upgrade

Source : MPDC, Lantawan – 2015

2. Power
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Power is provided by the Basilan Electric Cooperative (BASELCO), a quasigovernment cooperative based in Isabela City. Indicative record shows in Table
17 – List of Barangays Energized, around ten (10) barangays or 40% of the 25
barangays are being served by power. Around 46.40% or 2,689 households out
of 5,797 HHs are enjoying power service.

Table 17 - List of Barangays Energized

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Barangays
Atong-Atong
Bagbagon
Baungis
Bulan-Bulan
Bulanza
Calayan
Calugusan
Canibungan
Landungan
Lantawan Proper
Lawi-Lawi
Lawila
Lower Banas
Lower Manggas
Luuk Mahula
Matarling
Matikang
Pamucalin
Paniongan
Parian-Baunoh
Subaan
Switch Yakal
Tairan
Upper Banas
Upper Manggas

TOTAL

No. of HHs
400

Remarks

240

167
151
355
157
237

259
638
85

2,689

Source : Baselco, MPDC-Lantawan – 2015

3. Poverty Situation
In a general perspective, poverty in the Philippines is a huge problem with
many different causes. High incidence of poverty is often claimed to be the major
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constraints in the attainment of a good quality of life of every Filipinos. It is much
pronounced in rural areas like he Municipality if Lantawan has its own share of this
problem.
1. Poverty Incidence
The poverty incidence in the province is much pronounced in rural
community than that in the urban centers. Local figures show that 89% of the
total barangays indicate a high incidence of poverty. In 2006, the province was
ranked 46th among all the provinces in the country in terms of poverty incidence
registered at 31.70% lower compared to 2003 poverty incidence of 43.70%.
However, based on Map 3 - Poverty Incidence Map (PI Map), the Province
Poverty Incidence traces by the National Statistics and Coordinating Board
(NSCB) in collaboration with the World Bank in 2005 findings indicated that
Isabela and Lamitan Cities and Tipo-Tipo (Ungkaya Pukan/Al-barka) Municipality
reached between 26% - 50%, while the Municipalities of Tuburan (Akbar/Moh.
Ajul), Lantawan (Hj. Muhtamad), Sumisip (TABUAN-LASA) and Maluso registered
at 61% - 70%, a very alarming incidence.
Note: Data indicated in Poverty Incidence is subject to change since the National Statistics and
Coordinating Board (NSCB) will come with new figures based on the new survey.

Based from the Philippine Poverty Statistics Data of the National Statistics
and Coordinating Board (NSCB), in 2006, Basilan Province had the annual per
capita poverty threshold of PhP.13,265.00 or 20.70% higher than the 2003 level
of PhP 10,987.00.
On the other hand, the annual per capita food threshold for the province
in 2006 is around PhP 9,256.00 or roughly 70% of the income is required to
meet the food necessity of the family. The remaining amount of PhP 4,009.00
was allotted for the non-food requirements. On a daily basis, an averaged sized
family would need about PhP 308.53 to meet its family’s basic needs. With the
growing population, it is expected the demand for social services and socioeconomic development will seriously increase.
Map 3 – Basilan Poverty Incidence Map, by City/Municipality
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4. Peace, Security and Disaster Risk Reduction and Management
1. Municipal Disaster Risk Reduction & Management Council (MDRRMC)
The Local Government of Lantawan officially instituted the Municipal
Disaster Risk Reduction and Management Council (DRRMC). creating the position
of Disaster Management Officer III. However, for the past years, there has no
indication that the municipality has experienced catastrophe except for the
manmade disasters.
Republic Act No. 10121 or the Philippine Disaster Risk Reduction and
Management Act mandate the LGU to create the Council and formulate the
Municipal Disaster Risk Reduction and Management Plan (MDRRMP). The
MDRRMP shall provide for the identification of hazards, vulnerabilities and risks
to be managed at the municipal/provincial level. In addition, disaster risk
reduction and management approaches and strategies to be applied and
managing said hazards and risks; agency roles, responsibilities and lines of
authority at all government levels; and vertical and horizontal coordination of
disaster risk reduction and management in the pre-disaster and post-disaster
phases.
The LGU will strengthen and recompose the Local Disaster Coordinating
Council into Local Disaster Risk Reduction Management Council (LDRRMC). The
Local Disaster Risk Reduction Management Council (LDRRMC) is in conformity
with the provisions of RA No. 10121 or the Philippine Disaster Risk Reduction and
Management Act.
In support, the present Local Calamity Fund shall be known as the Local
Disaster Risk Reduction and Management Fund (LDRRMF). Not less than five
percent (5%) of the estimated revenue from regular sources shall be set aside as
the LDRRMF to support disaster risk management activities as per mentioned on
RA No. 10121. Of the amount appropriated for LDRRMF, thirty percent (30% of
5%) shall be allocated as Quick Response Fund (QRF) or stand-by fund for relief
and recovery programs in order that situation and living conditions of people In
communities or areas stricken by disasters, calamities, epidemics, or complex
emergencies, may be normalized as quickly as possible.
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On the other hand, to address occurrence of natural calamities early
warning system is not yet established and internalized by the citizenry and the
Disaster Operations Center is not yet identified and set up with the required
communication and other gadgets and accessories to be utilized in times of
calamities. However, the Municipal and Barangay Disaster Coordinating Councils
are already organized but needs to be strengthened through the conduct of
trainings and other capability building activities. The MDCC also realized that
drills are still to be conducted to prepare the citizenry in the event of calamities.
Though public buildings can be utilized as Evacuation Centers, the MDCC has not
yet set in place the buildings’ readiness. The BDCC must also be regularly
convened for the formulation of plans and the discussion of pro-active and
preventive measures related to calamities.
2. PNP/AFP Command
The Philippine National Police is mandated to enforce the law, prevent and
control crimes, maintain peace and order, promote safety and internal security
with the active support of the community, given the unpredictable peace and
order situation in the community and the nearby municipalities, the Local Chief
Executive (LCE) has re-organized the Local Peace and Order Council (LPOC). The
composition and effectiveness of Local Peace and Order Council (LPOC) is in
accordance with the provisions of Executive Order No. 309, series of 1988 as
amended.
On the other hand, the safety and protection of the constituents are
relying much on the internal response. This includes the support of community
for disaster prevention and protection, preventing violence, offering access to
local justice and dispute resolution systems in insecure areas, involvement of
women, transform security and justice institutions in ways that focus on basic
functions and economic empowerment programs.
The current strength of the PNP personnel manning the entire municipality
of Lantawan is not sufficient to enforce law and order, and to control illegal
activities and other crimes committed by lawless elements. Presently, there are
only twenty-six (26) active policemen servicing the community. There is a need
to augment the PNP personnel considering the unstable peace and order in the
locality and in the province in general.
The presence of the Philippine National Police (PNP) Provincial Command
and the PNP Mobile Forces based in Menzi, Isabela City is a support command
that caters the whole province.
On the other hand, different Special Units of the Armed Forces of
Philippines (AFP) composed of Philippine Army, Engineering Brigade and in
collaboration with the United States - Joint Operation Special Task Force
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(JOASTF) are in the province for peace and development, plus CAFGU volunteer
forces to protect the populace from insurgents and other threats from the
hinterlands.
3. Fire Station
The municipality has a fire station Bldg. However, the local government in
coordination with the Provincial Government and DILG-ARMM will request for the
Provision of fire Trucks / equipments in compliance with the town requirements.
Protective services are extended by the Bureau of Fire Protection (BFP)
which is mandated to prevent and suppress fires avoiding loss of life and
damage to properties. There are firemen personnel assigned in the municipality,
With a ratio of 1:2000 (based on standard), With the population increase, the
municipality of Lantawan still needs an additional firemen personnel to augment
its existing work force in the Bureau of fire Protection.
For its protective services, no existing fire hydrants in the municipality, the
BFP also has no handheld radios, no computer unit. These gadgets and
equipment if provided can facilitated the extension of an effective and efficient
service delivery by the BFP.
4. Municipal Jail Station
Construction of Municipal Jail Station is being proposed with the
augmentation of Jail Guards. A 1,000 square meters will be donated by the LGU
for the construction of proposed building.
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-THE INFRASTRUCTURE-
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Transport
Roads
The municipality is served with a total road network of 175.00 kilometers.
Barangay road,only 19.98 percent graveled, 0.77 percent concreted and the rest of
79.25 percent earth. Likewise the municipal and provincial roads having the same
status of those in the barangay, except the national road. The existing roads which
connect farm to commercial centers and market places where end users are farmer.
Road Classification

79.25%
19.98%
0.77%

In the case of Lantawan municipality, land transport facilities vanishes due to
present road condition which is some portion of roads in the barangay connecting to
main road damage and impassable to all types of vehicles, however barangay situated
along highway like matarling. switch yacal, pamucalin, lower banas,and upper
banas,going to lantawan proper,baungis toTairan, land transportation are accessible
due to good road network plying the Isabela city to maluso municipality route and vise
versa. As of 1995 inventory of road network revealed that there are 214.824 kilo meters
road length of which 9.0 kilo meters national roads 26.24 kms. provincial road, 23.5
kilometers municipal road and 175.0 kms. barangay road.
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Infrastructure suppor and development of all sorts is usually dependent on
government aids projects, hence for other sectors to realize its objectives, provision for
infrastructure facilities must be ggiven prime concern. Basing from the existing
situation, the poor road networks both, municipal and the barangay roads must be
given proper attention for its improvements. Asphalt or concrete pavement deemed
necessary which makes relevant for all types of vehicles passable even during heavy
rain fall. Basing from the standard criteria of Regional Land Use Committee (RLUC) that
for Rural that roads a ratio of 1.5 km road network for every 100 heactares of arable
land, and 2.4 km.per 1000 population ratio required for the urban road networks. The
present rural roads ratio is in need of 53.155 km. road length for the first year until
2022. Meanwhile urban is much below which need of more a less 43.82 km. for the
span of 10 years.
Bridges
The municipality has two (2) existing major bridges, serves as the political
boundary of the municipality of lantawan, and the city of isabela and municipality of
maluso of which are being maintained by the national government through the DPWH.
Land Transport
In the case of lantawan municipality, is very accessible to all types of
transportation system, land transport facilities vanishes due to present road condition of
barangay roads connecting to the main road, some portion are totally damage. where
roads are classified as earth, it observed that the existing road condition is far from
what constituents are expecting, Considering the physical status which does not serve
the purpose especially during rainy days, Means of transportation in going to the
municipality can either be by sea and by land. Travelling thru land from and to the
nearby localities are by big trucks and motorcycles.
While sea transport is the most accessible way of the people living along the
coastal and nearby islands, motorized boats are stationed in Isabela City and Maluso
Municipality.

Sea transportation
As to sea transport facilities wharves, causeways are most access to the people
living along the coastal. The municipal wharfs are located in barangay Atong-Atong and
Pangasaan serves as the docking point of the local fishermen of which are being
maintained by the municipal government and constructed by the DPWH-ARMM.
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Water supply
The locality has no water district. Record shows that out of the twenty-five (25)
barangays in the municipality around twelve (12) are being served by Level-II and the
remaining thirteen (13) are served by a Level-1 water supply, Table 16 - Existing Water
Supply by Location. Other Level - II areas are to be upgraded due to consumption
demand.
On the other hand, ferro-cement tanks had been constructed in some barangays,
but they only serve the purpose during rainy days. Around 83.60 % or 4,848
households out of the 5,797 HHs are enjoying potable water supply.
Around 2.50 % or 149 households are in difficult areas with no water supply, while the
remaining 13.80 % or 800 HHs are still dependent on springs, river, and rainfall, among
others.
Table 18 – Existing Water Supply by Location
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Barangays
Atong-Atong
Bagbagon
Baungis
Bulan-Bulan
Bulanza
Calayan
Calugusan
Canibungan
Landungan
Lantawan Proper
Lawi-Lawi
Lawila
Lower Bañas
Lower Manggas
Luuk Mahula
Matarling
Matikang
Pamucalin
Paniongan
Parian-Baunoh
Subaan
Switch Yakal
Tairan
Upper Banas
Upper Manggas
TOTAL

Description
Spring Dev’t.
Level II
Spring Dev’t.
Level II
Deep well
Level I
Spring Dev’t.
Level II
Spring Dev’t.
Level II
Deep well
Level I
Deep well
Level I
Spring Dev’t.
Level II
Deep well
Level I
Deep well
Level I
Deep well
Level I
Deep well
Level I
Deep well
Level I
Spring Dev’t.
Level II
Deep well
Level I
Spring Dev’t.
Level II
Spring Dev’t.
Level II
Spring Dev’t.
Level II
Deep well
Level I
Spring Dev’t.
Level II
Deep well
Level I
Deep well
Level I
Spring Dev’t.
Level II
Spring Dev’t.
Level II
Deep well
Level I
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HHs Served
449
237
151
250
93
159
283
662
178
149
61
177
163
370
160
244
97
231

Remarks
upgrade
rehab
upgrade

upgrade
upgrade
upgrade
upgrade
upgrade
upgrade
upgrade
upgrade

upgrade
upgrade
upgrade

638
95
1
4,848

upgrade
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Source : MPDC, Lantawan - 2010

Water Resources

Fresh or ground water usually comes from spring development which is the source
of drinking water in the locality. Bigger source of water came from barangay Matarling and
Pamucalin

Power
Power is provided by the Basilan Electric Cooperative (BASELCO), a quasigovernment cooperative based in Isabela City. Indicative record shows in Table List of
Barangays Energized, around ten (10) barangays or 40% of the 25 barangays are being
served by power. Around 46.40% or 2,689 households out of 5,797 HHs are enjoying
power service.
Table 19 – List of Barangays Energized

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Barangays
Atong-Atong
Bagbagon
Baungis
Bulan-Bulan
Bulanza
Calayan
Calugusan
Canibungan
Landungan
Lantawan Proper
Lawi-Lawi
Lawila
Lower Banas
Lower Manggas
Luuk Mahula
Matarling
Matikang
Pamucalin
Paniongan
Parian-Baunoh
Subaan
Switch Yakal
Tairan
Upper Banas

No. of HHs
400

Remarks

240

167
151
355
157
237

259
638
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25

Upper Manggas
TOTAL

85

2,689

Source : MPDC, Lantawan - 2010

Households Served and Not Served with Electricity
Based on the 2007 NSO census population, the total number of households in
lantawan is 4,848. About 55 percent or 2,689 of the total households had already been
served with electricity while the remaining 45 percent or 2,159 households are still to
be tapped with electricity. The cost of recovery is difficult for the utility operators to
provide the services in addition to the scattered houses in the remote and highly
elevated barangays pose a big problem to power services.
Power Utilities
A power facility is very imperative in a community. The electricity requirements
in the municipality are served by BASELCO through power generated by the National
Power Corporation (NAPOCOR) and it is now managed by NEA All of the 25 barangays
lack access to electricity but there are many issues raised by the consumers due to high
power electricity rates per kilowatt hour. Additional lighting facilities in some streets and
places particularly in the commercial areas in Metro Lantawan need to be addressed by
the concerned agencies in coordination with the local government unit. The power
utility providers like the electric cooperatives have been in the forefront of this effort to
provide electricity to the upland or remote areas.
Households by Type of Fuel used for Lighting and Cooking
At present majority of the households in the municipality are using a combination
of both electricity and kerosene for lighting with 45% and 55% of the total households
respectively. However, in cooking, 78.26% of the total households are using firewood,
15.80% use LPG and 3.41% use kerosene.
Communication
The major types of communication systems in the municipality are now available
at the urban center. Smart, Cellular Companies and Globe Companies. Access to basic
communication facilities such as cellular phones including postal services is vital towards
the development of a municipality.
The entry of modern communication facilities complemented by courier services,
telecommunication facilities and tri-media networks has provided the people of
lantawan with greater access to information and technology and faster business and
personal contacts. However, the most pressing concern is the current communication
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facilities particularly the telephone network including the international networking
(internet). Most of the communication network facilities are owned by private firms. The
best way to have better communication systems for the municipality is to open new
telecommunication networks or to partner with other telecommunication networks and
investors, and to upgrade the existing facilities to provide for a more efficient service to
the public.
Mobile Phones Smart and Globe Communications Incorporated have operated
their cell sites in lantawan. With these mobile phone equipment, SMART connection
users can already avail of the efficient and convenient cellular telephone facilities like in
urban centers. With the GSM system installed by SMART in the municipality, the people
can make use of the regular services of the system such as domestic and international
calls, text messaging, voice messaging, internet connections and other features of the
GSM and WAP system.
Postal Services
There is existing postal service in Lantawan; with one postal circuit. It is
operated by the Philippine Postal Corporation (PhilPost). Meanwhile, utilising the
standard ratio of 1-letter carrier per 5,000 of the total population, the municipality
supposedly needs six (6) letter carriers considering the population of 28,978 in the year
2007. Based on the existing status, there are only 2 letter carriers in the office and it
implies a backlag of four (4) personnel. The population projection in 2018 will reach to
30,101 and consequently it will require an additional of five (5) more letter carriers to
ensure the speedy delivery of letters and packages to the 25 barangays in the
municipality. The rationalization program of the Bureau of Port has caused the major
decrease in postal services. The onset of information technology likewise affected the
“snail mail” system of the said agency.
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A Sectoral Profile
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Geo-Physical Environment

Geographical Location
The name Lantawan as some old folks reminisced believed that it got its name
from the word “LANTAW or LANTAO” meaning clear or panoramic view of the simple
reasons that barangay Lantawan Proper is situated right on top of the gently hills
overlooking the vast Sulu Sea and the surrounding areas, islands and islets.
Geographical Location
The Municipality of Lantawan is situated approximately between Latitude 121 0
24’ 51” West to 1210 50’ 26” East Longitude, 60 35’ 00’’ South to 60 38’ 17’’North. It is
bounded on the West by Hj. Muhtamad Municipality along Sulu Sea, in the East by
Isabela City, in the Southeast by Maluso Municipality, and in the north by Basilan Strait,
refer Map 1.
The municipality is situated 708 kilometers south (181°) of the approximate
center of Philippines and 891 kilometers south (174°) of the Capital Manila with an
average elevation of 30 meters above sea levels.
Topography
The terrain of mainland barangays is relatively hilly with gentle slopes and flat
lands. Gently rolling hills occupies the inner portion of the municipality, with an
elevation reaching up to 86.30 meters.
However, for those in the islands and coastal portion of the mainland, the terrain
is generally flat which are endowed by nature with ten (10) rivers. Some rivers serves
as natural boundaries among mainland barangays and along these rivers, plain land are
planted with rice, corn and vegetables, while upland areas, are planted with coconut
usually intercropped with coffee, banana, rubber, cassava and other fruit trees.
Climate
The climatic condition of the municipality belongs to the “D” type or the fourth
type of climate, wherein, rainfall is more or less evenly distributed throughout the year.
The maximum rainfall was recorded at 40.25cm., while the minimum rainfall was
recorded at 0.15cm. The minimum rainfall occurs during the rainfall months, from May
to November, with rainfall occurring five (5) to twenty (20) days a month and minimum
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rainfall, occurring from December to April, the dry months occur during the month of
January, with a rainfall occurring 1 to 5 days in one month.
Soil (Land Capability and Classification)
Per record from the Bureau of Soil, Lantawan Municipality has been classified
into four (4) types of soil. These are: Bulaoen clay-loam, Bancal clay-loam, Louisiana
clay-loam and Hydrosol. However, the Provincial Irrigation Profile (NIA, 1989 edition),
serves also as the basis for classifying type of soil, wherein Lantawan’s soil content is
mostly Bulaoen clay-loam, with some Bancal clay-loam, while in some areas are
Louisiana clay-loam.
However, all types of soil in this Municipality of Lantawan are suitable for the
production of coconut, rubber, coffee, fruit trees, root crops, and other staple crops.

Coastal Resources
The Municipality of Lantawan has a total of 19 coastal barangays with a coastline
of 35.90 kilometers stretching from Barangay Lower Manggas to barangay Upper Banas
with rich coastal resources, mangroves, sea grasses, corals and beaches. Among the
known beaches of Lantawan are Lower Manggas, Atong-Atong, Paniongan,
Pangasahan, lawi-Lawi Beach, The target fishes are those mostly favored by fishers
either for food of their own or for the market. The non-target fishes are those which are
not targeted for food because of their small size, but sometimes targeted for aquarium
fish trade for export due to their colorful appearance. the non target species abundant
in the area. Sea urchins (tatyum) and sea stars, different species of oysters, crown of
fish sea star, sea cucumbers and giant clams are among the invertebrates thriving in
the area.
Freshwater Resources
The Municipal Government of Lantawan is also conserving and protecting the
abundant water resources of the municipality. This prompted the LGU to enact the
following: the Environment Code, the Coastal Resource Management Code, the Local
Fishery Code and the Marine Protected Area Plans. Fish wardens and Bantay Dagat
Task Forces have been organized and deputized for the enforcement of these codes.

Biological Resources
1. Mangroves
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Naturally grown mangroves or Bakhaw (Rhizophora sp.) and Pagatpat
(Sonneratia alba) exist only along the coastline of Barangay
Bagbagon,Matikang,Bulanza,canibungan,Parian Baunoh and Lawi-Lawi.
Assessment results show that majority (80%) of the Bakhaw species are classified
matured while the Pagatpat species has more or less equal percentage of young
and mature trees.
2. Seagrass
Participatory coastal resource assessment results conducted by BFAR and
CRM TWG in April 2009 show that there are six (6) species of seagrasses in the
coast of Lantawan. Barangays Paniongan and Matikang have substantial seagrass
cover as well as Barangay Bulan-Bulan, Calayan and Lawi- Lawi. These
seagrasses grow mostly on rocks and rocky surfaces.
3. Coral Reefs and Associated Organisms
An assessment of coral reefs in 7 out of 19 coastal barangays conducted
by BFAR-ARMM revealed that the habitat condition of the areas is rated fair with
an average live hard coral cover of 33.80%. Majority of the barangays have a fair
rating of live hard coral cover ranging from 29.37% to 48.33%. Only two of the
barangays assessed, namely Pangasahan and Calayan, have good and excellent
habitat conditions, respectively.
However, the BFAR Technical Report (2007) pointed out that the reefs are
threatened by human activities since there is a trace of dead corals with algae as
well as coral rubbles in Barangays Atong -Atong and Calayan, on the other hand,
has no corals at all since the town’s port is found in this area. A total of 146
species from 27 families of coral reef fishes were observed within the reefs of
Lantawan. Majority of the fish species noted in the coral reef ecosystem were the
non-target species. Non-target fish species such as damselfishes and wrasses
were varied and diversified compared to other species. Conversely, target species,
such as parrot fishes and surgeon fish, were common in the area.
Lantawan reef obtained a mean of 9.52 diversity rating. Common
invertebrates observed were mostly sea urchins and sea stars. Other important
marine species in the locality are the manta rays, which are considered the main
source of income of fisher folks in coastal Barangays. The Dynamite fishing is
totally banned by the DA-Bureau of Fishery & Aquatic Resources (BFAR). Flying
fish (Bingkih) is considered a highly commercial species of which a sufficient
volume of annual fish catch has been noted especially during the months of April
to May.
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Waste & Garbage Disposal
LPRAP Data 2015 shows that 2,948 HHs or 59.93% of household population is
using Environmentally Unfriendly Garbage disposal which means that they are still
practicing the burning and dumping of garbage. Meanwhile 3,394HHs or 69% of
household population is using Environmentally Unfriendly Waste Water Disposal
meaning the water disposed flows from the sink to the ground either closed or an open
pit.
Solid and Liquid Waste Management
Four (4) barangays within the municipality of Lantawan ,Matarling, Switch
Yacal,Tairan,and Lower Banas) are into waste segregation and collection method of
garbage disposal. Meanwhile, the rural barangays are still practicing Open Pit, Compost
Pit and Open Burning which pose pollution problems and danger to the health
conditions of the people of these barangays.
However, the absence of dumpsite has been ordered to establish since it
required By R.A. 9003, The LGU in compliance to the law is now negotiating Lot owners
to donate Two (2) hectares of lot for the purpose. Likewise, in compliance to R.A. 9003
the LGU has already identified a 4-hectare sanitary landfill at Barangay Lantawan
Proper.
The propose sanitary landfill Phase I is to commenceas soon as possible if the lot
is available. However, there is an opposition from the local residents on the
establishment of a sanitary landfill that still needs to be resolved. A series of
consultation meetings have been made by the Local Government Unit at the barangay
level down to the purok level. Majority of the municipal waste is generated from the
households followed by the commercial establishments, institutions, service facilities
and the establishments producing special waste. Eighty (80) percent of the households
living in the urban barangays produces 1.7 tons of solid waste daily of which 67% are
biodegradable which are disposed through various waste disposal methods such as
open burning, throwing into creeks, rivers and canals, disposal through garbage
collectors and selling to scrap and junk buyers.
These practices would show that to a large degree, waste segregation is not
performed especially at the rural areas. The non-segregation of waste and improper
waste disposal have resulted to the further degradation of the environment. proper
disposal of waste is inconsistent. Coupled with the clogging problem due to poor
drainage, all these factors effect negative impacts to the health of the people as well as
to the marine resources. Absence of garbage collection and improper disposal system is
the need of the municipality of Lantawan.
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A massive campaign to educate the people in the barangays on the proper ways
and management of waste shall be given priority by the LGU. Since the management of
solid waste needs manpower and resources which largely depends on the financial
resources of the LGU, waste segregation, recycling, reuse and reduction of solid wastes
at source is helpful, Toxic and hazardous waste are uncollected. Liquid waste
management also poses a major challenge for Lantawan. The Municipality is without a
proper liquid waste facility, making the vicinity unsanitary. What is worse is that it is
very proximate to the public cemetery.
Solid Waste Management Learning Sites Lantawan is one the municipalities
which is a recipient of the technical assistance from Local Government Support
Program(LGSP), a Canadian funded project in cooperation with Basilan Environmental
Management Office (BEMO) and Department of Environment and Natural Resources
(DENR). This aims to enhance transparency, accountability and participatory decisionmaking in public sector efforts to reduce threats to the sustainable use of resources and
to improve the delivery of environmental services specifically on efficient solid waste
management system. Lantawan was a Targeted LGU in ARMM.

Environmentally Critical Areas
These areas shall be planned carefully where non suitable land uses should not
be allowed in the identified watershed area.
Hazard and Disaster Risks Areas
Based on the rapid and community assessment conducted by OCD under the
DRRM project in February 2013, the municipality of Lantawan is susceptible to some
disaster and hazard risks. Among them are rain-induced landslide, storm surges,
tsunami, flooding and ground shaking hazards. One of the mitigations identified to
address the phenomena is by having LGU personnel trained who can make an analysis
of the rainfall through a rain gauge particularly in the upland barangays like Switch
yacal, Matarling, Pamucalin, Lantawan proper, Parian Baunoh and Upper Manggas and
make recommendations for corrective measures.
Flood control and river dikes are also monitored by the office of the municipal
engineer ensuring safety and preventive measures for the flood prone barangays.
Tsunami Prone Areas (19) barangays located in the coastal zone are exposed to
tsunamis. These are located in Atong-Atong, Lower Manggas, Matikang,
Paniongan,Bulanza,Bulan-Bulan. Historically, the easy access to water and the rich
diversity and fertility of the area have always attracted human settlements.
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Hence, with the ever-increasing human intervention in the upstream catchments, the
downstream consequences and risks increase since flooding is a natural hazard and it is
affected annually by intensive tropical weather patterns, it resulted to a very significant
financial cost and personal hardship within the affected areas in the municipality. It is
also often exacerbated by ignorant and negligent human intervention in the
environment. Nevertheless, floods are to a great degree predictable in terms of
location, depth and extent and therefore appropriate measures can be taken to reduce
flood risk and impact in the community.
Flood Prone Areas
Based on this information the LGU of Lantawan can make better choices about
residential environment and business investment. Therefore land use planning is
recognized as being the best means of avoiding or minimizing future flooding problems
that stress risk to life and property damage. Strict and uncompromising enforcement of
strategies and controls to counter flooding is very vital. There are so many issues that
are of much significance as to warrant the national, regional, provincial and local policy
planning approach. While consequences will inevitably be felt at the LGU level, planning
solutions should be driven from a higher authority. Coordination and integration are
very imperative in order to achieve the goal. LGU through its development assessment
and enforcement role can take positive action to minimize local impacts
Potential Erosion Areas With hilly and mountainous terrain and with soil
composition predominantly clay, most areas in the Municipality are classified as having
severe susceptibility to erosion, as this comprised 60% of the total land area. Almost all
of the barangays in the municipality have portions having severe susceptibility to
erosions.
Lantawan Local Government Unit and the Municipal Disaster Coordination Council
(MDCC) in mainstreaming disaster response and management in the local development
planning agenda of the municipality. To minimize the impact of this flooding, a spillway
could be excavated through the landslide debris that would reduce the volume in the
impounded lake and reduce the size and effects of the potential flood. A spillway will
have to pass through the most likely breach point of the dam.
Based on the estimated peak velocities, a dam breach would allow only a few
minutes for the lake waters to reach the low lying Barangays of Atong-Atong,
Canibungan and Bulanza. At Brgy. Atong-Atong, a river noticeably widens, and the river
flows onto the broad flood plain. In the confined, narrow bedrock, a flood will retain
much of its velocity, energy, and erosive power, a flood will spread across the flood
plain, dissipating its energy but inundating large areas of the floodplain. A flood with a
peak discharge of a few thousand cubic meters per second could inundate most of the
river’s floodplain.
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Water Accessibility
Lantawan has an abundant supply of water but it flows to the tributaries of its
neighboring towns. This condition has deprived many barangays for adequate potable
water and water source for their farmlands. Access to safe and potable water to many
Lantawan barangays and a portion of an upland barangay is provided through the
Water System which is classified as Level II.
The Lantawan Proper Spring is the main source of potable water drawn by
gravity down to the water reservoirs located in Lantawan peak. And the other source is
located in Atong-Atong. Other use of surface water is for the irrigation of the rice fields
and farms in the barangay. The water system has no filtration facility to address the
issue on potable water supply but the local government unit of Lantawan is planning to
establish one. Most barangays in Lantawan has a Level II access of water with some
few areas in the upland barangays having only a Level I water system wherein they
collect water from undeveloped springs and open wells. When it comes to the potable
water, the sanitary inspector of the municipality conducted a water bacteriological
laboratory test regularly and it was found out that the water coming from the source is
suitable for drinking and is negative of ecoli.
An average of 20 typhoons hit the Philippines every year, based on official
statistics (official graph of frequency of typhoons courtesy of PAG-ASA, DOST.) There
are two major seasons in the Philippines: (1) the rainy season, from June to November;
and (2) the dry season, from December to May. According to PAG-ASA, the dry season
may be subdivided further into (a) the cool dry season, from December to February;
and (b) the hot dry season, from March to May. Typhoons usually happen during the
rainy season. In 2007, for instance, almost all of the typhoons (except 1) happened
between July and November. Is is then recommended for farmers to insure their crops
regularly given the unforecast weather change.
Global Climate Change The climate is changing. The earth is warming up, and
there is now overwhelming scientific consensus that it is happening, and that it is
human-induced. With global warming on the increase and species and their habitats on
the decrease, chances for ecosystems to adapt naturally are diminishing. In Lantawan,
people are now aware of the change in temperature, like most of the farmers
commenting that the rainy or dry seasons are now difficult to predict. Farm production
may vary and there will also be a change of output potentials. Even to our fishermen,
they also attest that the climate change affects their catches and the common fish
catch in Lantawan differs in season. Awareness of the concept of climate change for
agriculture is now integrated and being considered in their production.
The municipality, though still undeveloped, is already experiencing an alarming
volume of solid waste, due to improper solid waste disposal practices and absence of a
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dumpsite. Equally alarming is the inappropriate dumping of human waste, which will
trigger the health status of the residents.
The supply of the potable water in the poblacion is in danger of extinction, due
to the un-delineated and deforested watershed protection area and absence of forest
replanting program.
In the coastal areas, mangroves are similarly affected by soil siltation, reducing
marine and fishery products. And the rare and exotic flora and fauna in the forest which
were in abundance before are now in danger of extinction. More disastrous is the
devastation of marine habitat, corals and marine species, due to dynamite fishing and
other illegal fishing activities in the municipal waters.
The Local Government Unit has Municipal Comprehensive Land Use Plan
(MCLUP), but no Integrated Solid Waste Management Plan, and the Marine Protected
Area Management Plan (MPAMP).
Natural Resources Management
There are no environmental ordinances, Coastal Resource Management, Forest
and Forestland Management, and the Environment Management, all of which are
components of the Natural Resource Management Plan under the Comprehensive Land
Use Plan of the municipality.
Forest Management
Lantawan has an agro forestry area of 3,581.416 hectares or 11.70% of the total
land area of the entire municipality. These forest areas are little by little being
encroached by “Kaingineros” and illegal loggers.
With the prevailing condition plus the limited forest area, it is necessary
therefore, for aggressive measures on the part of the LGU and the DENR-BFD to protect
and conserve such forest resources.
Coastal Marine Ecosystems Management
In the coastal barangays, some mangrove areas are already affected by soil
siltation, and eventually reduce marine and fishery products.
Artificial Reef program is recommended to cover up some habitat destruction and
preserve other related areas. Coastal greening and preservation will be imposed by the
local government unit in coordination with other concerned stakeholders
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Water Resources
Fresh or ground water usually comes from spring development which is the
source of drinking water in the locality. Bigger source of water came from barangay
Matarling and Pamucalin
Waste management
There is no proper drainage system and dumpsite in the locality. Households are
still adopting the traditional practice of disposing their garbage which is the burning
method. The municipal government is considering the purchase of lot for this purpose.
Mineral Lands Parks, Wildlife and other reservations
Lantawan municipality has no metallic mineral deposits, non-metallic mineral, no
parks, and no wildlife and reservation areas.
Climate Change
Climate change is a change of climate which is attributed directly or indirectly to
human activity that alters the composition of the global atmosphere and which is in
addition to natural climate variability observed over comparable time period.
Global warming is cause by increasing levels of Green House Gases (CO2, CH4,
N2O, etc.) in the atmosphere make for a warmer world leading to abrupt changes in
climate. Per record 1995-2006 were the warmest years. For every 1 degree Celsius
temperature increase leads to 15% decrease in rice yields. The vulnerable sectors are
agriculture, freshwater, health, biodiversity and forest.
Heavy rainfall is another effect of climate change, and per scientific study Basilan
is one of the high risk or vulnerable area. Rising sea level could intensify flooding in the
coastal areas. It will increase the salinity of rivers and ground water.
Climate change action will require concerted effort of government and private
sectors to manage and adapt to a changing and more invasive environment. Thus, the
Municipal Government will come-up with an Integrated Climate Change and Disaster
Risk Reduction Work Plan in collaboration with the Provincial Government , stakeholders,
CSOs and private sectors to manage and adapt to a changing and more invasive
environment.
ENVIRONMENTAL GOVERNANCE
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The environmental assessment in the whole community is basically dependent on
the constituents’ information that was affected directly and indirectly.
The deteriorating condition of the forest and forestlands has also caused soil
erosion resulting to siltation of river and dams, which consequently reduced irrigation
and domestic water supply. In the coastal areas, mangroves are equally affected by soil
siltation, reducing marine and fishery products. And the rare and exotic flora and fauna
in the forest which were in abundance before are today, in danger of extinction.
Shown in Figure; are the comparison performances of Forest Ecosystems
Management, Fresh Ecosystems Management, Coastal Maine Ecosystem Management,
and Urban Ecosystems Management for the year 2013.

Figure; Environmental Governance Performance Indicators, 2013

Forest Ecosystems Management
The effectiveness of Forest Ecosystem Management has registered a very high
performance in 2013. This is attributed to the effort of the Local Government in
preparing the reforestation and protection plan in order to protect the forest reserve
areas. This is in collaboration with the local government units, non-government
organization or people organizations, local/foreign institutions and line agencies.

Fresh Ecosystems Management
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The Fresh Ecosystem Management for year 2013 has registered a very high
performance due to the presence and long-term plan for fresh water protection and
rehabilitation introduced by the Provincial Government to the stakeholders. The strong
effort is being coordinated with LGUS, line agencies and other institutions. Sustainability
of the fresh ecosystem is one of the priorities of the local government units to ease the
pressure in sea waters and coastal areas.
Coastal Marine Ecosystem Management
The effectiveness of the Coastal Marine Ecosystem Management in year 2010
has recorded a very high performance. This is attributed to the presence of
commitment and assistance extended by LGU, citizens, concerned agencies and
institutions in areas for rehabilitation and protection.
However, there is still a need to formulate Coastal Resource Management Plan,
to sustain the marine ecosystem.
Urban Ecosystems Management
Urban Ecosystem Management in 2013 has registered a very dismay
performance. This is due to the presence of urban settlers within watershed areas, river
banks and mangroves areas. In addition to low performance, the LGU has not yet
created the Solid Waste Management Board and Solid Waste Management Plan has not
yet formulated. In support, selective barangays will establish a material recovery
facility (MRF) and improve solid waste collection practices.
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Municipal Organization The municipality of Lantawan organizational structure
(Figure) follows the traditional structure of hierarchy of authority and functions where
the Office of the Mayor provides leadership, direction, guidance and coordination for the
whole Municipal Government Organization. This office also enforces local policies and
local legislative measures enacted by the Sangguniang Bayan. It also implements
locally-initiated development plans and projects with the assistance of various executive
offices under it. lantawan present structure showing a dotted line between the Mayor’s
Office & the Sangguniang Bayan Office (SBO) denotes “the coordinating line” of the two
offices.
Though not placed in one horizontal line due to space constraint, the offices
placed horizontally manned by the mandatory and optional officers as provided in RA
7160, are considered to have equal importance. All mandatory positions are filled up
except that of the Municipal Treasurer. As of December, 2017, the municipality has a
total workforce of one hundred one (175) of which (61) or 34.85 % are regular
employees. and twelve (12) elected officials, the rest of the workforce numbering (41)
or 23% are employed temporary status subject for renewal yearly and (61) or 34.8 %
on a job order basis. Apparently, the current regular employees having security of
tenure cannot adequately meet the LGU’s service requirements thus, the Local Chief
Executive (LCE) hired employees on a job order basis.
The number of regular employees per office is insufficient to meet the service
demands. Taking the Planning and Development Office for example where the
Municipal Planning and Development Coordinator (MPDC) aside from his function serves
as the personnel complement as shown in the organizational structure could not allow
differentiated functions and sub-units within the office to complement the various roles
and functions of the MPDC. Even if restructuring was done recently so that the Planning
Office previously with no regular staffing complement, already has, still manpower is
insufficient. This is also true for the Office of the Mayor which, based on the structure
has only three (3) personnel complement including the Human Resource and
Management Officer-II (HRMO). Positions/personnel in the said office based on
organizational structure could not adequately cope with the service requirements
needed in consideration of the enormous task of the Chief Executive.
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Thus, the need to look into the structure for possible augmentation of positions
and the hiring of employees on a co-terminus basis such as the Municipal Administrator.
The Administrator plays a vital role in the LGU management and administration. This
problem on personnel inadequacy must be looked into and acted upon through the
review of the existing organizational structure and the conduct of human resource
analysis. Nevertheless, considerations are still needed with some budgetary limitations
imposed regarding personal services (PS) and the existing CSC policies.

The vacant positions in the LGU where two mandatory position, that of the
Municipal Treasurer, and Municipal Disaster Management Officer- III, it could not
be denied that the filling up of these positions is imperative taking into account
the service requirements needed in the office as previously discussed and most
importantly the vital role being played by the Municipal Treasurer in maximizing
revenue generation to finance local government operations. As to the
participation of women in governance and in public service, out of the 12
municipal elective positions, 5 position is occupied by a woman. While the
municipal regular employees, are women.
Thus, the LGU’s current structure is largely composed of women. This is a
manifestation that equal opportunities were accorded to both men and women in the
municipality of Lantawa government service. The GAD Focal Point composed of some
elected officials and some municipal functionaries/heads of offices ought to look at
gender issues in the municipal organization as well as the corresponding interventions
to these issues.
While they have taken Gender Sensitivity Training and topics on local economic
development and women economic empowerment, efforts are still to be done to
conduct education and training for rank and file employees to promote awareness and
common understanding of GAD issues. And to institutionalize in the municipal
organization support systems and other mechanisms in furtherance of men and women
welfare. The LGU adopted the Civil Service Commission (CSC) prescribed PES.
Performance evaluation is done in the LGU every six (6) months ending on June 30 and
December 30 of every year.
The PES provides an objective performance rating which serves as a basis for
personnel actions, incentives and rewards and administrative sanctions. The PES is the
basis in the granting of productivity allowance. Under Sexual Harassment, a Committee
on Decorum and Investigation was constituted in the LGU to receive complaints of
sexual harassment, investigate complaints, submit a report on its findings with the
corresponding disciplining authority for decision, and lead in the conduct of discussion
about sexual harassment within the LGU based on Civil Service Resolution No. 01-0940
and RA 7877. Since the constitution of the committee, no complaint on sexual
harassment was lodged in their level.
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Lantawan adopted a Grievance Machinery to address grievance (issued verbally
or in writing) between or among government employees through the organization of a
Grievance committee chaired by the MSWDO. From 2014-Present, no verbal or written
complaint was received by the committee. Under the Merit Selection Plan, a Personnel
Selection Board (PSB) is need to institutionalize in the LGU which adopts a formal
screening procedure and criteria for selection as a basis for the selection/promotion of
employees for appointment in the government service which shall be open to men and
women without discrimination and according to merit and fitness. Based on observation
the PSB has no hand in the selection/promotion of employees, service by giving out
loyalty pay. On the other hand, other undertakings conducted for human resource
management and enhanced customer service were the following:
1) Streamlining of HRMD services in terms of reduction in processing time,
requirements, signatories and steps;
2) Enhancing service standards through the Lantawan Citizen’s Charter
containing frontline services, step by step procedures in availing the services,
the officer responsible for each step, the maximum time to conclude the
process, the documents to be presented, and the amount of fees;
3) Utilization of biometric machine to keep track of employee attendance and
work punctuality;
4) Having an Officer of the Day/Public Information and Customer’s Welfare Desk.
It is noted that the LGU has no plan for human resource development which
would specify capacity-building initiatives for career development in order that
employees will be more effective in fulfilling organizational goals. Most capability
building activities participated by employees are those initiated by the Civil Service
Commission (CSC) and those sponsored by the private groups and aggrupation of
department heads/heads of offices.
The LGU however has initiated a training/seminar for employees on proper
decorum/code of conduct like those provided in RA 6713 through the conduct of
Organizational Development (OD) Seminars in 2011 but only in two batches. Thus,
other employees haven’t attended it yet. Despite the implementation of the Citizen’s
Charter, some offices have not yet posted their office performance standard, the
services in their office and the general flow of transaction. Performance standard ought
to be publicly displayed to reinforce employee accountability.
While services in the office and the general flow of transaction must be posted
for clients’ information and convenience. It is also observed that heads & employees are
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not clear on management & supervision as well as the imposition of
sanctions/discipline. Generally, personnel policies are not institutionalized. And, there’s
no forum for ventilation of organizational concerns/sentiments, such as meetings for the
department heads and for all the employees. Feedback mechanism regarding client’s
satisfaction of services is not also institutionalized which may include among others
suggestion/complaint box and customer.
While, good performance of employees must be recognized through awards. The
Human Resource Management Officer (HRMO) is instrumental in addressing the
abovementioned issues on human resource management. But the HRMO admitted that
she lacks the competency and that she needs technical assistance in conducting
workforce assessment, determining competencies, skills, knowledge, types & number of
personnel needed for the organization.
The HRMO also needs technical assistance in conducting training needs assessment
(TNA) to determine priority training needs of employees including provision of basic
customer service skills. Aside from the technical assistance, personnel complement is
also needed by the HRMO.
Development Planning Based on Republic Act 7160, the planning function of the
LGU is lodged in the Local Development Council. Thus, the Municipal Development
Council (MDC) was constituted/organized by the Mayor through an Executive Order.
The composition of the MDC as specified in Sec. 107 of RA 7160 was strictly complied
with, including the representation of NGO/POs. MDC members, 12 are women where 5
come from the NGOs, an indication that women/women’s groups are given
opportunities to take part in the planning process.
The MDC is able to carry out all its functions as mandated in Sec. 109 of RA 7160
except the formulation of local investment incentives to promote inflow and direction of
private investment capital. The Executive Committee was also organized to represent
the MDC and act in its behalf when not in session. Sectoral or functional committees
were organized as well to assist the MDC in the performance of their functions. The
sectoral and functional committees, which serves as ad hoc or standing committees are
currently assisting the MDC in the updating of the Comprehensive Development Plan
and the Comprehensive Land Use Plan (CLUP) making use of sex-disaggregated data to
incorporate Gender and Development (GAD) in Planning.Participatory process was
employed in that CDP formulation and the said document was reflective of the bottomsup planning approach since it was a consolidation of the plans from the barangay level
which came about through multi-sectoral and participatory means.
However, periodic monitoring and evaluation was not an integral component of
the plan, which is necessary to check as to the progress of the planned programs and
projects. The CDP is a useful tool guiding the LGU in its development efforts. An
evaluation in 2018 revealed that about 60% of the plans and programs in the CDP were
accomplished from 2015-2017.
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Said plans and projects although not all were completed, but at least, were
started. Instrumental to CDP accomplishment are the implementing instruments which
are the Executive Legislative Agenda (ELA), the term-based plan and the Annual
Investment Plan (AIP) which programs and projects are culled out from both the CDP
and the ELA. The Municipal Planning and Development Coordinator (MPDC) serves as
the technical arm and head of the MDC Secretariat.
In such capacity, he coordinates the different programs of the LGU departments
and national agencies operating locally and coordinates the different functional/sectoral
committees that provide detailed inputs to the CDP.
Lantawan Planning and Development Office has only 5- support personnel and
considering the other vital functions and roles being played by the MPDC previously
mentioned, the MPDC needs to have an adequate and competent personnel support.
The Sangguniang Bayan’s consultation with the planning body usually pertains to the
CLUP containing zoning regulations and on planning matters with CDP as the reference.
SB members also get inputs for legislations from their participation in sectoral
committee meetings and from barangay activities such as sessions & assemblies.
Codes enacted which supports economic
environmental management are the following

and social

development and

1. Revenue Code
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2. Market Code Taking into account the relevancy of the codes to present times,
the Revenue Code revised in 2015 and the Market Code enacted in 2015
needs to be updated.
Existing legislative tracking system is needed to be computer aided so that
capable of generating information of existing local rules and regulations complementing
national laws, status of draft ordinance in the legislative process and existing local rules
thereby avoiding duplication. However, said system is important of generating
information on local rules and regulations which are being enforced. The reason that
the Local Chief Executive is attending to many functions and he has no staff to focus on
this.
Structural mechanisms may be employed by the Mayor for the effective
enforcement of ordinances, with the group formulating administrative provisions or
drafting Executive Order providing for rules and regulations/guidelines in the
implementation of ordinances.
Civil Society Participation in Governance With a governance philosophy of
“expanding governance base through broadening participation of the civil society”, the
incumbent Local Chief Executive has made possible the active participation of the civil
society in governance through their participation in the local special bodies which are
Municipal Peace and Order Council (MPOC), Municipal Health Board, Municipal School
Board, and the Municipal Development Council (MDC).
Participation of the different sectors in governance including the marginalized
sector was fostered by the present administration. In October, 2004 there is a group of
Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs)/People’s Organizations (POs) accredited by
the Sangguniang Bayan. Of the NGOs/POs, some were represented by women.
accredited NGOs/POs will be members of the MDC, the MPOC will have three (3);
Health Board will have one NGO/PO member as well as the School Board.
These groups are bonded together due to their common means of livelihood
such as farming, fishing and others. Others are also bonded with their religious
affiliation. Other organizations are those of the women, senior citizens, and irrigators.
These organizations were strengthened and provided technical assistance by the
municipality such as the farmers and fisher folks associations through the Municipal
Agriculture Office. Other organizations are already registered with the Cooperative
Development Authority (CDA), Department of Labor and Employment (DOLE) and the
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) but only very few.
There is a need to provide assistance to these organizations to be strengthened
for them to acquire legal personality and to avail of services and assistance. For the
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reconstitution of local special bodies in 2011 after the national and local elections, the
municipality must be guided with the following provisions of the IRR of RA 7160:
1) In the case of Local Health Board, the organization is involved in health
services;
2) In the case of Local School Board, representative organizations shall be
limited to parents-teachers association, teacher’s organization and
organization of non-academic personnel of public schools
3) In the case of the Local Peace and Order Council, organizations shall come
from the academe, civic, religious, youth, labor, legal, profession, business
and media organizations,
4) No organization or representative shall be a member of more than one local
special body within the municipality;
5) Designated representatives of selected organizations which are members of
the local special bodies shall designate their principal and alternate
representatives Aside from POs/NGOs previously mentioned.
The Municipal Mayor is empowered by RA 7160 to exercise general supervision
over component barangays to ensure that said barangays act within the scope of their
prescribed powers and functions. On the said legislation, Mayors are also entrusted the
function of reviewing executive orders promulgated by Punong Barangays within his/her
jurisdiction.
Ordinances enacted by the Sangguniang Barangays also go through review of
the Sangguniang Bayan to see to it that the barangays are legislating within their
prescribed powers and functions. Considering that the barangay exercises executive,
legislative and judicial powers and functions as provided in RA 7160, the barangays are
in a strategic position to perform the critical role in policy-making, planning and delivery
of basic services and facilities, administering barangay justice system and building
partnerships with the various stakeholders working within the locality. With these
critical and wide-ranging roles in governance, the barangay officials need the guidance
of higher local government units such as the municipality. In Lantawan, Punong
Barangays seldom issue Executive Order (EO) and if there is, such EO is seldom passed
to the Local Chief Executive for review. On the other hand, barangays are already
practicing the submission of their barangay ordinance to the Sangguniang Bayan for
review.
Fiscal Management
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Fiscal management involves the management of financial affairs, transactions
and operations of the local government unit. This is governed by fundamental principles
set forth by the Local Government Code of 1991 or RA 7160 and other pertinent laws.
The challenge for LGUs in fiscal management, especially those belonging to the lower
class is to fully exercise its power of taxation to maximize collection of locally generated
revenues. Revenues of the municipality of Lantawan derived from local sources are
classified into local taxes and operating and miscellaneous revenues.
Local taxes consist of the amusement tax, business tax, community tax,
franchise tax, real property tax and fees on weights and measures. While operating and
miscellaneous revenues is composed of permit fees, registration fees, clearance and
certification fees, garbage fees, inspection fees, medical, dental and laboratory fees,
income from economic enterprises, landing and parking fees, rentals and interest
income. Among the local taxes, the top three (3) sources in the proper order are
business tax, real property tax and community tax. With regards to operating and
miscellaneous revenues the top three sources are the income from the market,
waterworks system and permit fees, respectively.
The IRA and the local revenue are not substantial to finance LGU operations,
such as financing development projects/government infrastructure which include among
others, acquisition of heavy equipments, repairs and maintenance of public buildings,
road networks, waterworks rehabilitation systems and health and agricultural programs.
Thus, the municipality of Lantawan through its officials sought financial assistance from
ARMM Regional and from the national government to finance other programs and
projects. Financial counterpart was generated as well from its partner NonGovernmental Organization (NGO) in the delivery of health services.
Such monies coming from public and private entities go to the LGU’s trust fund.
A trust fund shall only be used for the specific purpose for which it was created. Some
of the public and private monies which formed part of the of the LGU’s trust fund,
including the programs/projects/purpose for which it’s intended.
Aside from sourcing out fund by accessing financial assistance, the LGU also
opted to avail of loan/borrowings from financial institutions. It’s only in 2011 that the
LGU incurred borrowings to finance the Purchase of Heavy Equipments for the
construction of the various projects such as Farm to market roads and other Projects,
No arrear was incurred by the LGU considering that the loan principal and its interest is
automatically deducted from the IRA released monthly in the LGU’s depository bank. On
the other hand, a vital part in administering financial affairs is the effective allocation of
resources through the budget. The budget reflects the Projections of Income and
Expenditures so with the LGU established priorities.
The budget is a vital link for the planned programs and projects’ implementation.
All contractual obligations and other budgetary requirements which include Personal
services (with Lantawan as a 3rd class municipality), 20% Development Fund, 5%
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Calamity Fund, and 2% Discretionary fund (RPT) are set aside, prior to the
appropriation for maintenance and other operating expenditures. 5% of the total
appropriation is also allocated for GAD related programs, projects and activities (PPAs).
For the expenditures/disbursements were in accordance with the budget. Thus, the
expenditures did not exceed the budget.
For the 5% GAD Allocation, The amounts were expended for supplemental
feeding, trainings/seminars, health and agriculture programs, improvement of roads
and bridges, provision of potable water and for proper garbage disposal. Although
there’s always a 5% allocation for GAD from the total appropriation per year, there’s a
need to make a further study and review of this allocation if the programs, projects and
activities being funded by this 5% allocation are really gender responsive addressing
gender issues and concerns.
On the other hand, comparing the LGU income and expenditure in a span of five
(5) years, bares that expenditures did not exceed the total revenue or receipts
generated. It was also noted that expenditures follow an upward trend. It increased
from year to year but in no way did it exceed the revenue/receipts generated. The
balances were utilized to finance various priority development projects. by comparison,
the spending for the last five years related to personal services is the highest compared
to other expenditure functions.
ISSUES AND CONCERN BY SECTOR
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ISSUES
The following are the highlighted economic development issues covering different areas
as trade and industry, agriculture, and tourism.
1. Insufficient Irrigation Facilities The total production area for rice in Lantawan. Water
sources were identified as potential sources for irrigation development but they have
not been fully harnessed and developed to serve portion of the rainfed areas.
2. High Cost of Production. High cost of production is directly affected by the increasing
prices of prime agricultural inputs. This is usually experienced when prices of petroleum
products relatively increase since inorganic fertilizer and some synthetic chemicals are
petroleum-based products.
3. Resistance of Farmers to Adopt Sustainable Farming System Farmers are presently
practicing conventional farming system. They are highly dependent on inorganic farm
inputs in agricultural production. Despite high price and its detrimental effects to the
environment, farmers are likely resistant to adopt sustainable farming system.
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4. Unmaintained Farm to Market Roads Farm-to-market Roads are sufficiently
established in all the barangays in Lantawan however they need to be maintained and
rehabilitated because they are all gravel road which are usually destroyed during rainy
season. Opening of new roads to serve some of the potential production areas would
definitely encourage increased production.
5. Cocolissap insect infestation causing Lack of High-yielding and resistant variety of
coconut for seedling. There are still old and unproductive coconuts that need to be
rehabilitated and be replaced with high-yielding and resistant variety of coconut to
enhance production. There have been requests made to the Philippine Coconut
Authority (PCA) to provide the seedlings but only limited seedling are granted Thus,
there is still lack of the source of planting material. This should be looked into since
coconut is a major crop in the area covering a huge production area
6. Lack of Capital for Farmers to Implement Multi-cropping Technology in Coconut
Based area. There are more coconut areas that are not maximized due to the lack of
capital. Other areas have become idle and unproductive.
7. Lack of marketing support to Value-added and by-products of Coconut. Generally,
Rubber is an emerging commodity which offers additional opportunities to hasten local
economic growth and development but it is not yet a proven viable agricultural crop in
Lantawan are embarking on the Rubber with a total area planted reaching to 2,000
hectares. it is encouraged to involve farmers with production of coconut by-products,
thereby providing them with new sources of income, like coconut oil processing, which
is a very promising alternative source of income aside from copra. Cutting of coconuts
for lumber also remains to be a concern, which consequently decreased coconut
production.
8. Local tourism attractions are substandard. Lantawan has existing or actual local
tourist attractions but attract only minimal domestic tourism arrivals because of
substandard qualifications based on tourism parameters.
9. Potential tourist attractions are underdeveloped. There are also a number of
identified potential tourism destinations in Lantawan but local officials particularly those
from the barangays where these attractions are located failed to develop them.
10. Absence of Local Tourism Officer resulting to absence of Tourism Development
Plan.
Even if the LGU has the data such as the inventory of tourist attractions both actual and
potentials, tourism statistics data and human ware but without a concrete tourism
development plan, local tourism industry has no clear direction.
11. Other issues include low productivity of rice, insufficient processiong technology and
facility, lack of sources of certified planting material, post harvest technologies and
facilities, capital of farmers to venture on livestock production.
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13. There are also issues on the laxity of enforcement of fishery laws and the lack of
livelihood alternatives to marginal fishermen and patrol boats and other paraphernalia
for regular patrolling
Economic Development
GOAL: To ensure sustainable and adequate modern technologies, extension services, and
livelihood program to farmers & fisher folks
To provide local conditions for sustainable local economic development

Priority
Issues/Concerns

Results/Expected
Output

Strategies

 Organized the Municipal
LED Team- TWG by 2015
 Instituted the Municipal
LED Council by 2017
 In-placed economic
development plan by end
of 2017
 SMED Council formally
organized by 2017
 In-placed LGU’s
technical & marketing
support to the farmers
for diversified scientific
farming by end of 2017
 OTOP concept
adopted/implemented
by 2019 on wards

- tap, network and
partnership with CSOs,
NGOs, line agencies and
other institutions
Identify/organize the
Municipal LED Team- TWG
 Organize the Municipal LED
Council
 Formulate LED Plan for
project implementation
 Tap, network and
partnership with CSOs,
NGOs, line agencies, foreign
and other institutions
 Organize SMED Council in
collaboration with line
agencies

Objectives

Agriculture and Fisheries Development
Absence of the Local
Economic
Development Plan
(LED Plan)

Presence of LGUs
support to
sustainable
agriculture and
Fishery

Inadequacy of basic
infrastructure and
facilities in areas
zoned for business
and industry

 To guide the LGUs
for sustainable
agriculture and
fisheries
development
 To increase the
average family
income and
substantially reduce
poverty incidence
level
 To build on
programs for food
sufficiency
 To promote
investments
 To adopt OTOP as
local economic
strategy
 To formulate policies
related to Agriculture
and Fisheries
Development
 To increase
production
 To monitor the
implementation of
the project
 To undertake a
periodic assessment
 To implement
different physical
projects
 To undertake a
periodic assessment

 Formulated policies
related to Agriculture and
Fisheries Development
by 2018
 Organized and
strengthen sectoral
organizations
 Increased of production
by end of 2019
 Monitored the
implementation of the
projects
 Undertaken periodic
assessment
 Implemented/
constructed different
projects by the end of
2019
 Favorable investment
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 Expand and strengthen the
Municipal Agri-Fishery
Council
 Organize sectoral groups
 Encourage farmers/fisherfolks to adopt cooperative
concept
 Tap, network and
partnership with CSOs,
NGOs, line agencies, foreign
and other institutions
 Tap Local officials for
support
 Coordinate ,network and
partnership with CSOs,
NGOs, line agencies, foreign
and other institutions for the
implementation of different
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climate created by 2019
 sourced funds from other
institutions by the end of
2019
 Submitted different
proposals to different
institutions

development

Priority
Issues/Concerns

Objectives

Low Productivity/
Very Low income

To reduce the
incidence of
poverty
threshold of
farmers and
fisherman from
59% to 50%, by
the end of 2019.

Lack of other means of
livelihood

infrastructure and facilities
 source funds from other
institutions
 submit proposals for
possible funding with
financing institutions

Results/Expected Output
Increased the income of farmers
and fisherman by 20%.
Developed 50has. of fishpond
in 5 barangay
Established 200has. of rice fields
in 10 barangays
Established 150has. of cassava
production in 15 barangays
Established 24 units fish
cage/pen in 4 barangays
Established 50 units of
seaweeds farm in 5 coastal
barangays
Established 30 units of Kulibo
fishing in coastal barangays.
Established 100 has of fruit
trees in 25 brgys
Established 500 has of Banana
plantation in 25 brgys.
Provided Post harvest facilities
in 6 barangays
Expanded 2,000has. of rubber
plantation in 15 barangays
Dispersed 150 heads of cattle
for 15 barangays
Dispersed 5,000 heads of
poultry in 25 barangays
Established 5 cassava mills in 5
barangays
Established 3 rubber nursery in
3 barangays
Established 1 coconut oil mill

Strategies

 Tap, network and
partnership with
CSOs, NGOs, line
agencies, foreign and
other institutions
 submit proposals for
possible funding
 Agriculture and
Fishery development
program

 Tap, network and
partnership with
CSOs, NGOs, line
agencies, foreign and
other institutions
 submit proposals for
possible funding

Established 1 canning factory
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To organize and
register 25
barangay
cooperatives by
the end of 2017
To widen and
regravel 60kms of
barangay roads by
the end of 2018
Concrete paving of
the municipal/brgy
roads by the end
of 2019.

Lack of duly organized
Barangay Cooperatives

Poor road network

25 barangay cooperatives
organized and registered

Widened and re-graveled
60kms of barangay roads
60kms. Municipal roads
improved and regravelled.

Social Governance
GOAL:

To
To
To
To

promote good health and nutrition among citizens
support the national government in ensuring quality education
address shelter and basic utility needs of citizens
ensure public safety and reduce the risk and effects of violence and disasters

Priority Issues/
Concerns

Results/Expected
Output

Strategies

- Provided and lobbied
to SB/LCE on health
matters for
appropriations and
other assistance until
the end of 2019

- Institute the LHB
maintain and reinforce the
networking and partnership
with LCE, CSOs, NGOs, line
agencies, foreign and other
institutions

Objectives

Health and Nutrition

Organize the Local
Health Board (LHB)
and hereby sustain

To oversee and assist
the implementation
of Health Program
Services of the LGU
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Inadequacy and
Inefficiency of
delivery of health
services
(manpower, facilities/
equipments, medical
supplies, etc)

Prevalence of
Malnourished children

- To extend quality
health and nutrition
services to the
general population
- To acquire
/purchase
medical/ other
health supplies
-To establish Botikas
ng Barangay

To reduce incidence
of malnutrition
children 0-5 years old
from 3.8% to 2.0%in
25 barangays, by the
end of 2019

To reduce the
incidence of
preventable diseases
Decrease the
incidence of
preventable diseases
that are leading
causes of morbidity

To promote active
and sustained
people’s participation
health care
To improve the
accessibility to quality
health services

 Established new 5
Barangay Health
Station by end of
2018
 Rehabilitated 5 BHS
by 2017
Acquired 15 units of
BP apparatus and
stethoscope by 2013
 Established 12 Botika
ng Barangay by end
of 2019
 Acquired 25 units of
Weighing scale
pediatric and adult by
end of 2019

Implemented the
Nutrition Program
(NP)and Supplemental
Feeding Program (SFP)
every year until 2019

-Reduced Incidence of
preventable diseases
by 2018
- Improved healthseeking behavior of
the community by
2018
- Improved accessibility
to quality health
services by the end of
2017
- Improved
infrastructure support
to health that is
gender sensitive and
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- Maintain and reinforce the
networking and partnership
with donor countries, CSOs,
NGOs, line agencies, foreign
and other institutions
- Lobbying for the
construction/rehab of RHUs
- Orientation/Briefing for the
operation of Botika ng
Barangay

 networking and
partnership with CSOs,
NGOs, line agencies,
foreign & other institutions
-Sustain LGU activities to
promote good health and
nutrition of the citizens
especially babies/ children
- Promote and
operationalize “Food in
every households” through
concerted efforts
 sustain Nutrition and
feeding program

-Sustain LGU activities to
promote good health and
nutrition of the citizens
especially babies and
children
- Linkages for medical
outreach program
-Improve accessibility of
medicines through the
various barangay health
centers
-Improve infrastructure
support to health
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child-friendly by end
of 2017
-Motivated health care
provider by 2017

Presence of national
laws on health
program

Decrease the
incidence of mortality

None accreditation of
PhilHealth

To adopt/promote
National Laws on;
Rabies Control
Milk Code, Generic
Act, Asin Law,
Sanitation Code,
Food Fortification Law
Botika ng Barangay
TB Program (PPMD)
Diabetic Club

To reduce the
incidence of mortality

To facilitate and
enroll indigents
persons and families

 Implemented and
sustained nationals
laws

 Reduced mortality
rate by end of 2018

Enrolled 1,500
vulnerable families to
PhilHealth program
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 Orientation/briefing of
national laws with
concerned agencies
 Supplement and sustain
national laws
 Conduct IEC on national
laws
 Networking/ partnership
with CSOs, NGOs, line
agencies, foreign and
other institutions
 Sustain immunization,
maternal, and child health
program
 Research and promote the
use of traditional/herbal
medicine
 Conduct Health awareness
and consciousness
program
 Orientation/briefing of
national laws with
concerned agencies
 Conduct Health awareness
and consciousness
program
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Priority
Issues/Concerns

Results/Expected
Output

Objectives

Strategies

Education

Organize the Local
School Board (LSB)
and hereby sustain

High rate of illiteracy,
dropouts, low
participation and
cohort survival rate
both for elementary
and secondary
Low participation rate
in Elementary and
Secondary levels

Insufficient funds for
Basic Services

- Strengthen the Local
School Board (LSB)
-maintain and reinforce the
networking and partnership
with LCE, CSOs, NGOs, line
agencies, foreign and other
institutions

To continually
oversee and assist
the implementation
of educational
activities

- Provided and lobbied
to SB/LCE on
education matters for
appropriations and
other assistance

-To increase literacy
rate
-Improve delivery
and access to
education services
-To enhance early
childhood care and
development as a
foundation to
improved literacy
- To increase
participation rate in
Elementary and
Secondary levels

- Increased literacy rate
from 72.3% to 90% by
end of 2017.
- Increased cohort
survival rate from
65.50% to 80%.
- Increased elementary
participation rate from
87.50% to 92%
- Increased secondary
participation rate from
79.81% to 85%
- Reduced elementary
drop-out rate from
1.51% to .50%
- Reduced secondary
drop-out rate from
5.03% to 3%
-Improved delivery and
access to education
services by the end of
2017
- Hiring of additional
teachers before 2018

- Sustain proficiency training
for teachers
- Support, Sustain and
implement & integration of
Madaris in the curriculum
- Fund sourcing for school
facilities
- Integration of ICTs in
every school
Capacity-building for
teachers in the foundation
years (pre-elementary
levels) particularly in
enhancing their learning
teaching methodologies/
strategies

To construct 18 units
school buildings by
the end of 2017

Funds provided for the
construction of 18 units
school buildings.

maintain and reinforce the
networking and partnership
with CSOs, NGOs, line
agencies, foreign and other
institutions
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Priority
Issues/Concerns

Results/Expected
Output

Objectives

Strategies

Housing and Basic Utilities

Absence of Local
Housing Board
Housing Task Force
Inadequate housing
facility

 Inadequate potable
water
( causes High rate of
waterborne diseases)

 Inadequate sanitary
utilities
 No proper sanitary
sewerage system
 Inadequate and
inefficient power
supply

-To formulate
Socialized housing
Program
-To provide technical
advice on socialized
housing matters
- To decrease the
number of informal
settlements
 To increase
number of
households serve
by water district
 Improve access to
potable water
 To improve access
to sanitation
utilities

 Improve access to
power supply in
some barangays

- Provided low cost
housing to the
identified
beneficiaries by the
end of 2017
- Acquired additional
lots by 2017
- Decreased number of
informal settlements
by the end of 2019

- Organize the Local Housing
Board or Housing Task Force
-maintain and reinforce the
networking and partnership
with LCE, CSOs, NGOs, line
agencies, foreign and other
institutions
- acquire lots
- tap housing agencies for
possible low cost project

 Increased access of
potable water from
83.60% to 95% by
end of 2019
 Improved access to
potable water by the
end of 2019

-tap, network and
partnership with CSOs,
NGOs, line agencies, foreign
and other institutions
 tap water sources for
remote barangays

- Increased access to
sanitary toilets from
19.48% to 50% by
end of 2017

 Campaign for sanitary
health services
 Establishment of sanitary
public toilet

 Energized 95% of the
barangays by end of
2017

 tap, network and
partnership with CSOs,
NGOs, line agencies,
foreign and other
institutions
 lobby BASELCO, AMORE
for the barangay power
linkage
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Priority
Issues/Concerns

Results/Expected
Output

Objectives

Strategies

Peace, Security and Disaster Risk Reduction and Management

Presence of Local
Peace and Order
Council (LPOC)

updated Local
Disaster Risk
Reduction (DRR)
plan/ climate change
adaptation and
mitigation

Presence of Women’s
and Children’s
Protection Program
- RA No. 9262 -

An Act defining
Violence Against
Women and
Children
- RA No 9344 :
Juvenile Justice
and Welfare Act of
2006
- RA No- 9208: An
Act to Institute
Policies to Eliminate
Trafficking in
Persons especially
Women and
Children

-To formulate/update
the Integrated Area
Community Public
Safety Plan
-To monitor the
implementation of
peace and order
programs
- To undertake a
periodic assessment
of the prevailing
peace and order

- Updated the
Integrated Area
Community Public
Safety Plan by 2017
-Monitored the
implementation of
peace and order
programs
- Undertaken a periodic
assessment of the
prevailing peace and
order

-To formulate
Disaster Risk
Management Plan
-To mobilize support
systems within and
outside the LGU
- To tap/train
volunteers
- To undertake a
damage assessment
-To integrate climate
change adaptation
and mitigation in local
plans

-Mobilized support
systems within and
outside the LGU by
2018
- Tapped/trained
volunteers by 2018
- Undertaken a damage
assessment
- delineated vulnerable
areas in the maps

-tap, network and
partnership / AFP, PNP,
CSOs, NGOs, line agencies,
foreign and other institutions
-Tap/organize barangays
disaster team
- acquire GIS software and
train staff on different
features

To comply with the
existing Laws
- To response
immediately with the
complaint
-To undertake
monitoring and
evaluation

-Reinforced /
Empowered the
Women’s and Children
Protection Program by
end of 2017
-Responded
immediately with the
complaints
- Undertaken regular
monitoring and
evaluation

-Information Education
Campaign on domestic
violence and on women’s
and children’s protection
and rights
-Legal Assistance thru PNP
Women’s Desk and PAO
-Training on Violence against
Women
-Family Counseling
-Values Formation
-Strengthening of women’s
organization
 tap, network & partnership
with CSOs, NGOs, line
agencies, foreign and
other institutions
-Resolutions to support
pertaining laws/program
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- Strengthen the Local
Peace and Order Council
-maintain and reinforce the
networking and partnership
w/ AFP, PNP, CSOs, NGOs,
line agencies, foreign and
other institutions
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INFRASTRUCTURE SECTOR
GOAL
-To enhance infrastructure Facilities
- To have sufficient Heavy Equipments fast tract the construction

Priority
Issues/Concerns

Results/Expected
Output

Objectives

Strategies

Infrastructure sector

Lack of Heavy
Equipment

-To construct Roads,
Buildings And
Drainage system

- Roads, Buildings and
Drainage system
constructed

-establishment of
Jeepney Terminal
system
-Construction of
Jeepney Terminal
Building

-Jeepney Terminal
system establish
- Jeepney Terminal
Building constructed

-tap, network and
partnership, CSOs, NGOs,
line agencies, foreign and
other institutions
-Tap/organize barangays
transportation association
- acquire lot for Jeepney
Building

- Absence of
Evacuation Center

-To construct
Evacuation center for
natural and manmade
calamities

-evacuation center
constructed
-Undertaken regular
monitoring and
evaluation

-Information Education
Campaign on Disaster
management,domestic
violence
- tap, network & partnership
with CSOs, NGOs, line
agencies, foreign and
other institutions

- Un improve of
Drainage System

-To construct Flood
control/ drainage.

-Flood control
Drainage constructed
and improved

- widening of existing water
runway, canals, and
putting up box culvert

- Construction of
Farm to Market
Roads
- Concreting of FMR

- To have Fast and
efficient transport of
Farm Products

-FMR constructed and
concreted

-sourcing of Funds to the
concern agencies

Absence of Jeepney
Terminal
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-Sourcing of Funds and
avail loans to financial
institution
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Issues and Concerns
Based on the ecological profile of the five preceding chapters, an analysis was
conducted to prioritize significant issues and concerns affecting the development of the
Municipality of Lantawan. These issues and concerns are segregated into five (5)
thematic areas that characterized Lantawan current reality – economic, social,
infrtastructure, environment, and development administration, with the intention of
getting a better grasp of the different current realities affecting the municipality in the
last three to five years.
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ISSUES
The following are the highlighted economic development issues covering different areas
as trade and industry, agriculture, and tourism.
1. Insufficient Irrigation Facilities
The total production area for rice in Lantawan. Water sources were identified as
potential sources for irrigation development but they have not been fully harnessed and
developed to serve portion of the rainfed areas.
2. High Cost of Production.
High cost of production is directly affected by the increasing prices of prime agricultural
inputs. This is usually experienced when prices of petroleum products relatively increase
since inorganic fertilizer and some synthetic chemicals are petroleum-based products.
3. Resistance of Farmers to Adopt Sustainable Farming System Farmers are presently
practicing conventional farming system. They are highly dependent on inorganic farm
inputs in agricultural production. Despite high price and its detrimental effects to the
environment, farmers are likely resistant to adopt sustainable farming system.
4. Maintained Farm to Market Roads Farm-to-market Roads are sufficiently established
in all the barangays in Lantawan however they need to be maintained and rehabilitated
because they are all gravel road which are usually destroyed during rainy season.
Opening of new roads to serve some of the potential production areas would definitely
encourage increased production.
5. Cocolissap insect infestation causing Lack of High-yielding and resistant variety of
coconut for seedling. There are still old and unproductive coconuts that need to be
rehabilitated and be replaced with high-yielding and resistant variety of coconut to
enhance production. There have been requests made to the Philippine Coconut
Authority (PCA) to provide the seedlings but only limited seedling are granted Thus,
there is still lack of the source of planting material. This should be looked into since
coconut is a major crop in the area covering a huge production area
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6. Lack of Capital for Farmers to Implement Multi-cropping Technology in Coconut
Based area. There are more coconut areas that are not maximized due to the lack of
capital. Other areas have become idle and unproductive.
7. Lack of marketing support to Value-added and by-products of Coconut generally
Rubber is an emerging commodity which offers additional opportunities to hasten local
economic growth and development but it is not yet a proven viable agricultural crop in
Lantawan are embarking on the Rubber with a total area planted reaching to 2,000
hectares. it is encouraged to involve farmers with production of coconut by-products,
thereby providing them with new sources of income, like coconut oil processing, which
is a very promising alternative source of income aside from copra. Cutting of coconuts
for lumber also remains to be a concern, which consequently decreased coconut
production.
8. Local tourism attractions are substandard. Lantawan has existing or actual local
tourist attractions but attract only minimal domestic tourism arrivals because of
substandard qualifications based on tourism parameters.
9. Potential tourist attractions are underdeveloped. There are also a number of
identified potential tourism destinations in Lantawan but local officials particularly those
from the barangays where these attractions are located failed to develop them.
10. Absence of Local Tourism Officer resulting to absence of Tourism Development
Plan. Even if the LGU has the data such as the inventory of tourist attractions both
actual and potentials, tourism statistics data and human ware but without a concrete
tourism development plan, local tourism industry has no clear direction.
11. Other issues include low productivity of rice, insufficient processiong technology and
facility, lack of sources of certified planting material, post harvest technologies and
facilities, capital of farmers to venture on livestock production.
12. There are also issues on the laxity of enforcement of fishery laws and the lack of
livelihood alternatives to marginal fishermen and patrol boats and other paraphernalia
for regular patrolling.
SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT ISSUES
Absence of hospital and luck supplies of medicines. Patients are advised to buy the
required medicines for their consumption. This situation is a burden especially to the
indigents who has still to look for money before treatment.
This issue has to considered in prioritizing what is more important at a given time and
situation.
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 The Rural Health Centers do not have dentists. Dental care in the municipality is only
provided by private practitioners. The populace particularly the marginalized sectors and
those living in the upland cluster do not have access to dental health care.
 The position of a permanent doctor is needed to sustain the services of the new
health center based in the upland barangay. These can be accounted to several factors:
the teachers and their techniques; the home environment of the children concerned
and the parents.
 With the creation of Preparatory classes in the barangays where there are existing
public schools, there is a need of additional classrooms to accommodate the enrollees.
Currently, classes are held in vacant spaces/makeshift structures within the school
premises.
 There is not enough financial support to the public school system for facilities,
equipments and supplies necessary to improve education. Included also is the lack of
perimeter fences and security guards to ensure the safety of the students and the
equipments.
 There is a decrease in the Day Care enrollment in the 2014-2017 as a result of the
creation of preparatory classes in barangays where there are public schools. Parents in
these areas prefer to send their children to the latter as a better foundation when the
child enters formal school.
 The Municipal Social Welfare Office has no Office space and lacks the manpower to
perform its varied functions. There is also no Daycare Officer who should supervise and
monitor the Day Care Workers and Day Care Centers.
 The Php 4,000.00 standard honorarium of Day Care Worker as provided for evaluation
and accreditation purposes has not been achieved in the LGU. Since the Day Care is
under the barangay, the municipality cannot cover the increase requested by the
barangay Councils. However, the barangay councils cannot pay honoraria to any of its
employees more than what they are receiving. At the moment, the Punong Barangay is
receiving less than the Php 4,000.00 standard rate.
 There are sector organizations which are not yet consolidated and functional. The out
of school youth at the barangay level are constantly being re-organized because of the
fluidity of the sector. Some have already processed their requirements with the
accrediting agency and others are working on it, there are a few which have yet to
formally organize their ranks. The association of persons with disabilities has to be
assisted in the accreditation of their documents. Related to this is the low level of
understanding and awareness of organizational as well as sectoral concerns.
 Lack of physical structure for the concerns of some sectors: lack of temporary shelter
for cases of Children in Conflict (CICL) with the Law and VAW-C. In most cases, the
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victim survivors of VAW-C are sent home while in cases where protection is needed,
they are accommodated by the Social Welfare Officer or police women in their homes.
For CICL cases, there are times that they are jailed at the PNP station. The Senior
Citizens Building is not yet completed. Requirements have yet to be complied for the 1st
release of the fund before the next tranche can be made available.

INFRASTRUCTURE ISSUES
 Insufficient funds for road maintenance, infrastructure and building facilities o Limited
amount of fund allocation for maintenance of roads and building which includes labor,
materials and fuels for equipment. Barangay funds are mostly allocated in buildings
rather than road improvement.
 The unavailability of equipment and lack of funding of the provincial government for
the maintenance of the provincial roads o Due to the limited resources and considering
that the whole province is being maintained using a limited number of provincial
equipment, requesting the use of these equipment to rehabilitate Lantawan roads is
difficult and oftentimes response is delayed. The roads become hardly passable during
rainy days because there were portions that the gravel was being eroded during heavy
rainfall considering the terrain /slope of the road, most especially the portions of
Canibungan to Parian baunoh road. However few of these roads are not passable only
during rainy days.
 Inefficient mode of bridges accessibility
There are some bridges cannot serve as alternative re-routing area when it is needed
because it cannot carry loads more than one ton. Repair of these bridges is also on
schedule basis due to lack of funds.
 Old water distribution pipes network o Most of the existing pipe networks are very old.
Some were already rusted and corroded that resulted to burst and leaks in some areas
of Tairan, Poblacion Atong-Atong.
 Insufficient distribution of water supply to the household, the water supply from its
source remained constant or slightly decreasing in recent years but the number of end
users is increasing. As a result, the supply of water is insufficient and not available
tweny-four hours a day. Brgy.Atong-Atong in particular experiences scheduling of water
service delivery especially during summer time.
 Insufficient funds for water development Funds for water system development is very
limited; development funds of the municipality are insufficient to further develop
potential water sources to increase water volume.
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ENVIRONMENT SECTOR

 No proper Dump site
Siltation that causes sedimentation to coastal areas Soil erosion problems result
tocontaminate rivers and creeks down to the coastal areas. .
 Encroachment of commercial fishers
Commercial fishers are rampant in the municipal waters during season; some were
coming from Luzon and other places in the Visayas. Instead of local fishermen
benefitting from the coastal resources of the municipality, they lose out to commercial
fishers encroaching on municipal waters.
 No proper drainage System
in polacion Atong-Atong Lantawan There are flood prone areas in Lantawan caused by
the absence of a proper drainage system outflow. The flow of water is not clearly
analize despite the fact that elevation is below sea level. Proper planning was also not
done prior to the establishment of built up areas and there are continuing development
projects within the areas where flooding occurs.
Practice of Solid Waste Segregation in Lantawan needs strict implementation in the
enforcement of solid waste segregation there are still households in the barangay who
do not practice segregation at source. Some residents are also not yet disciplined to
properly manage their waste and end up throwing garbage or waste anywhere.
Constant burning of agricultural crop residues and household wastes Farmers still
practice burning of rice hay during after harvest season . There is lack of enforcement
of the Clean Air Act and also related regulations prohibiting the burning of agricultural
waste that cause damage to the environment.
Constant use of chemical agriculture inputs While Lantawan is on promoting Organic
Agriculture, use of chemical fertilizer is still commonly practiced. There is a need for
more IEC and advocacy of the negative impact of inorganic farming.
Non-observance of 20-meters (salvage zone) environmental protection by DENR There
are informal settlers in the shoreline areas. However, there are no relocation sites
identified for them.
Weakness of existing laws and inadequate enforcement of environmental laws, codes,
and regulations There is lacking enforcement of Fishery Laws constrained also by a
weak MFARMC and the inadequacy of enforcement paraphernalia’s like serviceable
patrol boat. There is also a weakness in the regular monitoring of illegal fishing
activities and in the implementation of forestry laws and other environmental
ordinances
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 No Disaster Risk warning system
The DOST-ARMM and LGU installed rain-gauge apparatus to monitor susceptibility to
rain and water induced natural risks. but LGU do not have a GPS Unit and GIS software
tools for disaster risk monitoring.
 No MENRO assigned/Front Desk Officer on the Restoration of Forest and Watershed
Protection.
There is a need a personnel to monitor and implement environment related activities
such as tree planting, clearing of estuaries, rivers and creeks, coastal cleanup and
watershed areas preservation and protection. There is a need to create a MENRO
Office and hire a MENR Officer, Poor Regulation on the Establishment of proper solid
waste disposal in the barangays with no proper solid waste management system
and it creates foul odor resulting to air pollution. There should be inspection of
waste disposal ensuring septic tank is in-placed.
 Main problems facing the Marine Reserve
There are poor implementation guidelines of Marine Protected Areas. The Bantay
Dagat personnel are not organize because the absence of the marine Protected Areas
Management Plan.
DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION
Funds are insufficient to implement development projects, offer scholarship grants, hire
competent personnel, and acquire heavy equipments. There are limitations in
government infrastructures, desk and rehabilitation centers, repairs and maintenance of
public buildings, road networks, waterworks rehabilitation systems, and in full
implementation of needed health and agricultural programs and activities.
Lack of implementing guidelines in giving Assistance in Crisis Situation or AICS, in
accommodating more Philhealth care beneficiaries, and other assistance.
There are national laws and mandates that the LGU cannot implement outright. An
example of this is the provision of 5% allocation for GAD and 1% for Sr. Citizen.
Lack of complement personnel/ permanent collectors. LGU need to appoint mandatory
personnel like the Municipal Treasurer and revenue collectors. LCE also needs to hire
Administrator and competent personnel for the department complement of HRMO,
MPDC and Market Supervisor. The committee or action officer to enforce the
implementation of local ordinances is also needed to be organized.
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absence of LGU plan for Human Resource Development. To address issues on human
resource management, HRMO needs technical trainings assistance and personnel
complement in conducting workforce assessment to determine competencies, skills, and
knowledge, as well as the types and number personnel needed for the organization.
No forum for ventilation of organizational concerns/sentiments and there’s no feedback
mechanism regarding client’s satisfaction of services (suggestion box and customer
feedback form.
Lack of enforcement committee or action officer of local ordinances. There have been
ordinances passed but the monitoring of the enforcement of these laws is deficient.
Poor teamwork building among heads of offices and staff. With the observations that
some employees and heads of offices are not well informed on the lines of authority
and communication for employee direction and supervision and on accountability, there
is a need for an orientation to be conducted for all employees. There’s also a need for
regular meetings among department heads/heads of offices and among employees to
clarify roles and responsibilities and immediately address organizational issues. Adopt
sport fest activities among employees at least once every week.
Poor implementation of Local Revenue Code which has been revised in 2015
The Local Revenue Code needs to implement, especially with recent developments in
local enterprises, tax measures, and other related revenue measures of the
municipality.
Delinquent taxpayers, undetermined lot owners/administrators. There is a need to
install a system for revenue generation connecting the Treasurer and the Assessor’s
Office, and adopting Customized Tax Revenue and Assessment Collection System
(CTRACS). This is to ensure that all delinquent taxpayers will be able to pay their taxes
promptly as well as identify the lot owners and administrators of properties that have
not been identified yet.
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VISION, MISION AND GOALS and STRATEGIES ( 2017-2022)
VISION:
The Municipality of Lantawan envisions a peaceful and
progressive community where people live in a state of
sustainable well-being, economically, socially, culturally.

MISSION:

The LGU under the present administration shall endeavor to
implement sustainable priority programs and projects with
community involvement and support.

SECTORAL GOALS
- - GOALS - In the next six years, the Municipality of Lantawan will strive to achieve the following
goals:
Economic Goals
 Improve economic situation in the community by developing the production
capability of farmers and fisherfolks to have access to livelihood opportunities,
resource management and application of appropriate technologies.
 Sufficiency in food and agricultural products
 Institutionalized sustainable farming systems
 Sustainable and viable livelihood and micro-enterprises
 Enhanced security of farmers as related to land tenure
 Vibrant climate for economic opportunities
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Social Goals


Improve social services through enhancement of health and sanitation capability,
proper nutrition and quality education.



Increased access to health care especially by the marginalized sectors



Improved academic performance and reading comprehension skills of the pupils
in the public elementary school



Enhanced access to social welfare services by the disadvantaged groups



Improved public order and safety

Infrastructure Goals


Improvement/restoration and construction of various infrastructure projects to
support Economic, Environmental, Development administration, and Social goals.

Environmental


Preserve, conserve and protect natural resources and maintain ecological
balance through measures that ensure sustainability of land, water and marine
resources



Make the community environmentally-sound and responsive to climate change



Sustained, vibrant, and rich coastal and marine resources

Institutional


GAD-oriented, morally upright, productive, and competent LGU officials and
employees



Responsive and effective local legislation



Maximize collection of local revenues



Promotion of transparency and customer satisfaction
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Economic Sector
GOAL: To ensure sustainable and adequate modern technologies, extension services, and
livelihood program to farmers & fisher folks
To provide local conditions for sustainable local economic development
Priority
Issues/Concerns

Results/Expected
Output

Strategies

 Organized the Municipal
LED Team- TWG by 2017
 Instituted the Municipal
LED Council by 2018
 In-placed economic
development plan by end
of 2017
 SMED Council formally
organized by 2017
 In-placed LGU’s
technical & marketing
support to the farmers
for diversified scientific
farming by end of 2017
 OTOP concept
adopted/implemented
by 2018 on wards

- tap, network and
partnership with CSOs,
NGOs, line agencies and
other institutions
Identify/organize the
Municipal LED Team- TWG
 Organize the Municipal LED
Council
 Formulate LED Plan for
project implementation
 Tap, network and
partnership with CSOs,
NGOs, line agencies, foreign
and other institutions
 Organize SMED Council in
collaboration with line
agencies

Objectives

Agriculture and Fisheries Development
Absence of the Local
Economic
Development Plan
(LED Plan)

Presence of LGUs
support to
sustainable
agriculture and
Fishery

Inadequacy of basic
infrastructure and
facilities in areas
zoned for business
and industry
development

 To guide the LGUs
for sustainable
agriculture and
fisheries
development
 To increase the
average family
income and
substantially reduce
poverty incidence
level
 To build on
programs for food
sufficiency
 To promote
investments
 To adopt OTOP as
local economic
strategy
 To formulate policies
related to Agriculture
and Fisheries
Development
 To increase
production
 To monitor the
implementation of
the project
 To undertake a
periodic assessment

 To implement
different physical
projects
 To undertake a
periodic assessment

 Formulated policies
related to Agriculture and
Fisheries Development
by 2017
 Organized and
strengthen sectoral
organizations
 Increased of production
by end of 2018
 Monitored the
implementation of the
projects
 Undertaken periodic
assessment
 Implemented/
constructed different
projects by the end of
2018
 Favorable investment
climate created by 2018
 sourced funds from other
institutions by the end of
2018
 Submitted different
proposals to different
institutions
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 Expand and strengthen the
Municipal Agri-Fishery
Council
 Organize sectoral groups
 Encourage farmers/fisherfolks to adopt cooperative
concept
 Tap, network and
partnership with CSOs,
NGOs, line agencies, foreign
and other institutions
 Tap Local officials for
support
 Coordinate ,network and
partnership with CSOs,
NGOs, line agencies, foreign
and other institutions for the
implementation of different
infrastructure and facilities
 source funds from other
institutions
 submit proposals for
possible funding with
financing institutions
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Priority
Issues/Concerns

Objectives

Low Productivity/
Very Low income

To reduce the
incidence of
poverty
threshold of
farmers and
fisherman from
59% to 50%, by
the end of 2022.

Results/Expected Output
Increased the income of farmers
and fisherman by 20%.
Developed 50has. of fishpond
in 5 barangay
Established 200has. of rice fields
in 10 barangays
Established 150has. of cassava
production in 15 barangays
Established 24 units fish
cage/pen in 4 barangays
Established 50 units of
seaweeds farm in 5 coastal
barangays
Established 30 units of Kulibo
fishing in coastal barangays.
Established 100 has of fruit
trees in 25 brgys
Established 500 has of Banana
plantation in 25 brgys.
Provided Post harvest facilities
in 6 barangays
Expanded 2,000has. of rubber
plantation in 15 barangays
Dispersed 150 heads of cattle
for 15 barangays
Dispersed 5,000 heads of
poultry in 25 barangays
Established 5 cassava mills in 5
barangays
Established 3 rubber nursery in
3 barangays
Established 1 coconut oil mill

Lack of other means of
livelihood

Established 1 canning factory

Lack of duly organized
Barangay Cooperatives

Poor road network

To organize and
register 25
barangay
cooperatives by
the end of 2018
To widen and
regravel 60kms of
barangay roads by
the end of 2018
Concrete paving of
the municipal/brgy
roads by the end
of 2018.

25 barangay cooperatives
organized and registered

Strategies

 Tap, network and
partnership with
CSOs, NGOs, line
agencies, foreign and
other institutions
 submit proposals for
possible funding
 Agriculture and
Fishery development
program

 Tap, network and
partnership with
CSOs, NGOs, line
agencies, foreign and
other institutions
 submit proposals for
possible funding

Widened and re-graveled
60kms of barangay roads
60kms. Municipal roads
improved and regravelled.
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Social Sector
GOAL:

To
To
To
To

promote good health and nutrition among citizens
support the national government in ensuring quality education
address shelter and basic utility needs of citizens
ensure public safety and reduce the risk and effects of violence and disasters

Priority Issues/
Concerns

Results/Expected
Output

Objectives

Strategies

Health and Nutrition

Organize the Local
Health Board (LHB)
and hereby sustain

Inadequacy and
Inefficiency of
delivery of health
services
(manpower, facilities/
equipments, medical
supplies, etc)

Prevalence of
Malnourished children

To oversee and assist
the implementation
of Health Program
Services of the LGU

- To extend quality
health and nutrition
services to the
general population
- To acquire
/purchase
medical/ other
health supplies
-To establish Botikas
ng Barangay

To reduce incidence
of malnutrition
children 0-5 years old
from 3.8% to 2.0%in
25 barangays, by the
end of 2018

- Provided and lobbied
to SB/LCE on health
matters for
appropriations and
other assistance until
the end of 2018
 Established new 15
Barangay Health
Station by end of
2022
 Rehabilitated 5 BHS
by 2018
 Acquired 15 units
of BP apparatus
and stethoscope by
2018
 Established 12 Botika
ng Barangay by end
of 2018
 Acquired 25 units of
Weighing scale
pediatric and adult by
end of 2019

Implemented the
Nutrition Program
(NP)and Supplemental
Feeding Program (SFP)
every year until 2018
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- Institute the LHB
maintain and reinforce the
networking and partnership
with LCE, CSOs, NGOs, line
agencies, foreign and other
institutions

- Maintain and reinforce the
networking and partnership
with donor countries, CSOs,
NGOs, line agencies, foreign
and other institutions
- Lobbying for the
construction/rehab of RHUs
- Orientation/Briefing for the
operation of Botika ng
Barangay

 networking and
partnership with CSOs,
NGOs, line agencies,
foreign & other institutions
-Sustain LGU activities to
promote good health and
nutrition of the citizens
especially babies/ children
- Promote and
operationalize “Food in
every households” through
concerted efforts
 sustain Nutrition and
feeding program
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To reduce the
incidence of
preventable diseases
Decrease the
incidence of
preventable diseases
that are leading
causes of morbidity

To promote active
and sustained
people’s participation
health care
To improve the
accessibility to quality
health services

Presence of national
laws on health
program

Decrease the
incidence of mortality

None accreditation of
PhilHealth

To adopt/promote
National Laws on;
Rabies Control
Milk Code, Generic
Act, Asin Law,
Sanitation Code,
Food Fortification Law
Botika ng Barangay
TB Program (PPMD)
Diabetic Club

To reduce the
incidence of mortality

To facilitate and
enroll indigents
persons and families

-Reduced Incidence of
preventable diseases
by 2018
- Improved healthseeking behavior of
the community by
2018
- Improved accessibility
to quality health
services by the end of
2019
- Improved
infrastructure support
to health that is
gender sensitive and
child-friendly by end
of 2018
-Motivated health care
provider by 2018

 Implemented and
sustained nationals
laws

 Reduced mortality
rate by end of 2018

Enrolled 1,000
vulnerable families to
PhilHealth program
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-Sustain LGU activities to
promote good health and
nutrition of the citizens
especially babies and
children
- Linkages for medical
outreach program
-Improve accessibility of
medicines through the
various barangay health
centers
-Improve infrastructure
support to health

 Orientation/briefing of
national laws with
concerned agencies
 Supplement and sustain
national laws
 Conduct IEC on national
laws
 Networking/ partnership
with CSOs, NGOs, line
agencies, foreign and
other institutions
 Sustain immunization,
maternal, and child health
program
 Research and promote the
use of traditional/herbal
medicine
 Conduct Health awareness
and consciousness
program
 Orientation/briefing of
national laws with
concerned agencies
 Conduct Health awareness
and consciousness
program
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Priority
Issues/Concerns

Results/Expected
Output

Objectives

Strategies

Education

Organize the Local
School Board (LSB)
and hereby sustain

High rate of illiteracy,
dropouts, low
participation and
cohort survival rate
both for elementary
and secondary
Low participation rate
in Elementary and
Secondary levels

Insufficient funds for
Basic Services

- Strengthen the Local
School Board (LSB)
-maintain and reinforce the
networking and partnership
with LCE, CSOs, NGOs, line
agencies, foreign and other
institutions

To continually
oversee and assist
the implementation
of educational
activities

- Provided and lobbied
to SB/LCE on
education matters for
appropriations and
other assistance

-To increase literacy
rate
-Improve delivery
and access to
education services
-To enhance early
childhood care and
development as a
foundation to
improved literacy
- To increase
participation rate in
Elementary and
Secondary levels

- Increased literacy rate
from 72.3% to 90% by
end of 2018.
- Increased cohort
survival rate from
65.50% to 80%.
- Increased elementary
participation rate from
87.50% to 92%
- Increased secondary
participation rate from
79.81% to 85%
- Reduced elementary
drop-out rate from
1.51% to .50%
- Reduced secondary
drop-out rate from
5.03% to 3%
-Improved delivery and
access to education
services by the end of
2019
- Hiring of additional
teachers before 2022

- Sustain proficiency training
for teachers
- Support, Sustain and
implement & integration of
Madaris in the curriculum
- Fund sourcing for school
facilities
- Integration of ICTs in
every school
Capacity-building for
teachers in the foundation
years (pre-elementary
levels) particularly in
enhancing their learning
teaching methodologies/
strategies

To construct 18 units
school buildings by
the end of 2018

Funds provided for the
construction of 18 units
school buildings.

maintain and reinforce the
networking and partnership
with CSOs, NGOs, line
agencies, foreign and other
institutions
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Priority
Issues/Concerns

Results/Expected
Output

Objectives

Strategies

Housing and Basic Utilities

Absence of Local
Housing Board
Housing Task Force
Inadequate housing
facility

 Inadequate potable
water
( causes High rate of
waterborne diseases)

 Inadequate sanitary
utilities
 No proper sanitary
sewerage system
 Inadequate and
inefficient power
supply

-To formulate
Socialized housing
Program
-To provide technical
advice on socialized
housing matters
- To decrease the
number of informal
settlements
 To increase
number of
households serve
by water district
 Improve access to
potable water
 To improve access
to sanitation
utilities

 Improve access to
power supply in
some barangays

- Provided low cost
housing to the
identified
beneficiaries by the
end of 2018
- Acquired additional
lots by 2015
- Decreased number of
informal settlements
by the end of 2018

- Organize the Local Housing
Board or Housing Task Force
-maintain and reinforce the
networking and partnership
with LCE, CSOs, NGOs, line
agencies, foreign and other
institutions
- acquire lots
- tap housing agencies for
possible low cost project

 Increased access of
potable water from
83.60% to 95% by
end of 2019
 Improved access to
potable water by the
end of 2019

-tap, network and
partnership with CSOs,
NGOs, line agencies, foreign
and other institutions
 tap water sources for
remote barangays

- Increased access to
sanitary toilets from
19.48% to 50% by
end of 2018

 Campaign for sanitary
health services
 Establishment of sanitary
public toilet

 Energized 95% of the
barangays by end of
2018

 tap, network and
partnership with CSOs,
NGOs, line agencies,
foreign and other
institutions
 lobby BASELCO, AMORE
for the barangay power
linkage
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Priority
Issues/Concerns

Results/Expected
Output

Objectives

Strategies

Peace, Security and Disaster Risk Reduction and Management

Presence of Local
Peace and Order
Council (LPOC)

Absence of Local
Disaster Risk
Reduction (DRR)
plan/ climate change
adaptation and
mitigation

Presence of Women’s
and Children’s
Protection Program
- RA No. 9262 -

An Act defining
Violence Against
Women and
Children
- RA No 9344 :
Juvenile Justice
and Welfare Act of
2006
- RA No- 9208: An
Act to Institute
Policies to Eliminate
Trafficking in
Persons especially
Women and
Children

-To formulate/update
the Integrated Area
Community Public
Safety Plan
-To monitor the
implementation of
peace and order
programs
- To undertake a
periodic assessment
of the prevailing
peace and order

- Updated the
Integrated Area
Community Public
Safety Plan by 2015
-Monitored the
implementation of
peace and order
programs
- Undertaken a periodic
assessment of the
prevailing peace and
order

-To formulate
Disaster Risk
Management Plan
-To mobilize support
systems within and
outside the LGU
- To tap/train
volunteers
- To undertake a
damage assessment
-To integrate climate
change adaptation
and mitigation in local
plans

-Mobilized support
systems within and
outside the LGU by
2016
- Tapped/trained
volunteers by 2015
- Undertaken a damage
assessment
- delineated vulnerable
areas in the maps

-tap, network and
partnership / AFP, PNP,
CSOs, NGOs, line agencies,
foreign and other institutions
-Tap/organize barangays
disaster team
- acquire GIS software and
train staff on different
features

To comply with the
existing Laws
- To response
immediately with the
complaint
-To undertake
monitoring and
evaluation

-Reinforced /
Empowered the
Women’s and Children
Protection Program by
end of 2015
-Responded
immediately with the
complaints
- Undertaken regular
monitoring and
evaluation

-Information Education
Campaign on domestic
violence and on women’s
and children’s protection
and rights
-Legal Assistance thru PNP
Women’s Desk and PAO
-Training on Violence against
Women
-Family Counseling
-Values Formation
-Strengthening of women’s
organization
 tap, network & partnership
with CSOs, NGOs, line
agencies, foreign and
other institutions
-Resolutions to support
pertaining laws/program
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Peace and Order Council
-maintain and reinforce the
networking and partnership
w/ AFP, PNP, CSOs, NGOs,
line agencies, foreign and
other institutions
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INFRASTRUCTURE SECTOR
Development Goals: Improvement/Restoration and construction of various
Infrastructure projects.
Objectives:
ROADS and BRIDGES:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

To
To
To
To
To
To

Transform deteriorated municipal road into a good riding quality.
prevent the flow of water to cross the road
transform all earth roads to all weather roads.
easy transport farm products to market.
get rid of the dust in market area.
decongest traffic and serve as a rerouting artery

TARGETS:





1.0 km.kilo mtrs. of concrete surface of lower Manggas to upper Manggas,
2.50 kilo mtrs. of concrete surface of road beside atong-atong National
highschool.
barangays soon to be concrete: Canibungan – Calayan 2.5 km.
Calayan – Landugan road 3.0 kilo meters .

Objectives :
BUILDINGS:
1. Make the public market fully operational.
2. Serve the needs of Senior citizens and relay new information regarding their sectors
3. Serve as Registration and Information center for tourist visiting
4. Produce a high-tech and sanitary processed foods
5. Produce a high-tech and sanitary processed agri-product and serve as center for
women
activities for their products
TARGETS:
1. Public market will be operational in 2019.
2. Completion of Rehabilitation of Municipal building 2018
3. Construction of Municipal evacuation center 2019
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Objectives :
SANITARY/ Waste Disposal:
Make Lantawan clean and hygienic WATER SYSTEM:
Install bigger pipes and construct a larger capacity reservoir.
IRRIGATION: Improvement of irrigation systems.
TARGETS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Establishment of Dumping site
Establishment Public Cemetery
Completion of concrete canal/River bunk
Development of spring source for potable water system

ENVIRONMENT SECTOR
Development Goals:
Environmentally sound community that is responsive to climate change.
Objectives:
1.
2.
3.
4.
1.
2.
3.
4.

To design drainage system plan.
To formulate a reforestation plan for forest and watershed areas.
To identify area and establish Water Treatment Facility
To identify NGO partners for Environment sector Targets
Implementation of Drainage Plan.
Reduced incidence of illegal logging, grassfire and increased reforestation activities.
Water Treatment Facility establish by 2022.
MOA with NGA/NGO partner

PROGRAM/PROJECTS/ACTIVITIES
1. Hire a planner/consultant to work on drainage and sewerage design and master plan.
2. Assigned a front desk officer for reforestation ACTIVITIES
3. Tree Growing Activities
4. Linkage to NGOs for the Design and Plan for the Establishment of Water Treatment
Facility 5. Establish a water treatment facility
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Objectives:
1. To strengthen Municipal Disaster Coordinating Council, Barangay Disaster
Coordinating Council and Emergency Rescue Team
2. Ready Disaster Management Teams
3. Proposed Relocation site can be acquired by 2019.
PROGRAM/PROJECTS/AC TIVITIES
1. Renewal of Executive Order on composition of MDMC/BDMC.
2. Purchase of Emergency kits and GPS software for planning tools on disaster
preparedness.
3. Conduct orientation and disaster preparedness.
 Formulate Disaster Preparedness Plan.
 Conduct trainings on - How to conduct fire drill
 How to conduct earthquake drill
 Functions of different committees
 Evacuation
 Rescue
 Transportation of Goods
 Relief
 Communication & Information
 Operation First Aid Team
4. Conduct regular meeting and disaster drills every quarter
5. Acquired the Proposed Relocation Sites for possible storm surge victims
Objectives:
1. To strictly implement and enforce environmental laws.
Targets:
1. Minimal no. of case of environmental laws violators.
PROGRAM/PROJECTS/ ACTIVITIES
1. Creation of environmental enforcement committee
 Seminar/Orientation Training on Deputation as Enforcers.
 Strengthen P.O. & NGOs
2. Enhancing environmental Information and Education Campaign /program
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TOPICS:





Solid/Liquid Waste Management
Coastal Resource Management
Reforestation Management
Upland Resource Management

3. Conduct Forum on Environmental problems (Invite DENR,BFAR)
Upland Resource Problems
Solid/Liquid Waste Problems
Fisheries and Aquatic Problems
Coastal Resource Problems  Conduct Forum with fishermen engage in manta
ray fishing.
 IEC on prohibiting for catching manta ray
 Identify alternative livelihood program
 Sourcing funds for alternative livelihood





GOALS:
Sustained Vibrant and Rich Coastal and Marine Resources
OBJECTIVES:
1. Conduct continuous IEC to enhance awareness and advocacy of POs and
stakeholders on Coastal Resources Management
2. Conduct regular monitoring and assessment of Coastal and Marine Resources
3. Effectively manage and maintain existing fish sanctuaries
TARGETS:
1. a. Reorientation on Coastal Resources Management and Fishery Laws conducted to
14 Coastal Barangays
b. Conducted reorganization and strengthening of the 8 Fishermen Organizations
2. a. Conducted annual monitoring and assessment of the existing Fish Sanctuaries
3. a. Effectively manage and maintained the existing Fish Sanctuaries
PROGRAMS/PROJECT S/ACTIVITIES
1. Continuous IEC activities on CRM
2. Reorganization and strengthening of Pos
3. Annual monitoring and assessment of FS
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4. Management and maintenance of existing FS
Objectives:
1. To create an organization mechanism for environmental management.
2. To implement Environmental Policy to pilot area.
Targets:
1. designate MENRO Officer by 2019.
2. conduct advocacy on environmental policy compliance to the law.
PROGRAM/PROJE CTS/ ACTIVITIES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Hire Personnel-incharge of the ecosystems come together as MENRO staff.
Formulate Plan for Environment Management
Introduce new farming technology and organic inputs.
IEC on organic farming.
Full Implementation of Environmental Management System Guidelines

Objectives:
1. To clean and clear all rivers and creeks from obstruction of its flows.
2. To practice farmers to go on organic farming.
Targets:
1. To clean and clear all rivers and creeks by 2018.
2. Increase number of farmers using organic farming.
PROGRAM/ PROJECTS/ ACTIVITIES
1. Declogging and dredging of canals and rivers
2. Construction of flood control.
3. Opening of Access Road to proposed dumping Site
DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION
Goal:
GAD oriented, morally upright, productive and competent LGU Officials and employees
Objectives:
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1. To foster collaboration, teamwork and close coordination among government officials
and employees;
2. To institutionalize personnel policies;
3. To have morally upright and values oriented officials and employees;
4. To match capability with the demand and requirements of the job;
5. To heighten awareness of local officials and employees on GAD
Targets:
1) By 208, at least 70% of the personnel policies are implemented and internalized by
the officials and employees.
2) Every year within six years, at least two activities aside from the regular staff
meetings are conducted to foster close interpersonal relationship and close coordination
among government officials and employees.
3) Acquisition of adequate system and knowledge by the HRMO on personnel
administration within three years
PROGRAMS PROJECTS, ACTIVITIES
Conduct regular meetings - Heads of offices/departments with LCE (Execom) - Staff
meetings
Conduct of sportsfest/moral recovery, values orientation/spiritual formation programs
and other team buildings activities (twice a year)
Disseminate updated personnel policies through seminars and provision of copies to
employees & officials (Manuals for easy reference containing CSC policies for regular
employees and LGU policies for job-order employees)
Request CSC for trainings and seminars on personnel administration
Continue to conduct OD workshops
Conduct of GAD seminar/training for rank and file employees and barangay officials
Conduct of workforce assessment
Installation of human resource information system
Goal:
Responsive and effective local legislation
Objective:
1. To apply legislative tracking and analysis
Targets:
1) Acquisition of legislative tracking analysis system software by 2019.
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Goal:
Responsive and effective local legislation
Objective:
1. To apply legislative tracking and analysis
Targets:
1) Acquisition of legislative tracking analysis system software by 2019.
PROGRAMS PROJECTS, ACTIVITIES






Create legislative tracking and analysis Committee
Installation of legislative tracking analysis system software (inclusive of training
for personnel) Results to findings on: - Ordinances for enactment - Ordinances
implemented
Unimplemented ordinances - Ineffective ordinances
Convey results to LCE for implementation, monitoring and tracking
Employment of Minimum Compliance Checklist (containing list of minimum
ordinances to be enforced and monitored – checklist to be accomplished by
barangays & offices

Goal:
To maximize the collection of all local revenues Objectives:
1. To tap all sources of revenue and exert all efforts;
2. To tap the barangays in the collection of local revenue through sharing scheme 3.
To establish an interconnection among collection offices Targets Every year, increase
local collection by 10% based on the current year’s actual collection.
3.Tap all barangay governments in the collection of certain local revenues
PROGRAMS PROJECTS, ACTIVITIES






Conduct of tax mapping
Formulate Revenue Generation Plan as an implementing tool of the Revenue
Code
Networking of offices with revenue generating functions through acquisition of
software
Consultation of Barangay Officials on the collection of revenue through sharing
scheme
Formulation of policies on the sharing scheme

Goal:
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Promotion of transparency and customer satisfaction
Objectives:





To develop venues for making information available to the constituents and a
mechanism for feed backing
To provide avenues for meaningful participation in governance
To further strengthen existing partnerships and new linkages To delight
constituents with fast, efficient, friendly and quality services
Targets Install Complaint/Suggestion Box and make available Feedback Form all
throughout the year Maintain/sustain all partnerships forged both private entities
and government agencies within six years Within six years, adopt an LGU
publication on a monthly edition Maintain participatory and consultative
governance within six years

PROGRAMS PROJECTS, ACTIVITIES




Install and maintain Complaint/Suggestion Box
Make available Customer Feedback Form
Institutionalize and establish new partnership and convergence of
programs/projects Publish Community Bulletin



Conduct periodic inventory of POs/NGOs Designation of CSO Desk Officer/Focal
Person



Conduct Training of personnel on basic customer service skills especially for front
liners
Employ Inter Office Audit Team
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